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SLIM

Snug against the body for 

a range of motion with no 

extra fabric

Skims the chest, waist, hips 

for active movement, but 

not tight

REGULAR RELAXED

Drapes loosely from the 

chest, waist and hip for total 

comfort and ease

Everyday High 
Activity

Hiking ExpeditionTrekking

SYMBOLS

LIGHT
150-190G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

WARM
230-250G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

Ulvang offers a full range of Merino bodywear. You can use the product system to find the product 

most suitable for your need

BODYWEAR  -  FABRIC WEIGHT

BODYWEAR  -  FIT

ICONS  -  ACTIVITY

Mulesing 
Free 

Merino

DELIVERY WEEKS

First delivery week AW:       Week 36, 2019

First delivery week SS:        Week 12, 2020
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I am proud to have 
reintroduced wool to the public

Vegard Ulvang is one of the most successful 
cross-country skiers of all time. He has won 
three gold medals, two silver medals and 
one bronze medal from the Winter Olympic 
Games, two gold medals, two silver medals 
and four bronze medals from the FIS Nordic 
World Ski Championship, as well as multiple 
World Cup victories and being the overall 
winner in the World Cup in 1990. Ulvang 
has also climbed peaks in the Himalayas 
and the Caucasus, reached the South Pole, 
crossed Greenland and the Northwest Pas-
sage on skis, ridden over Mongolia – and 
been on countless treks in the Norwegian 
mountains.

Vegard is still a member of the Ulvang-team, 
and is involved in both the product devel-
opment and sales. A good example is the 
sweater Rav, which was launched in 2005 
and became a huge success.

We aim to facilitate for great experiences in 
nature, and this is illustrated well by Vegard’s 
efforts as a champion for wool. Top quality 
on our products are, however, not enough. 
Environmental protection and animal welfare 
are beams in our business plan.

As an adventurer and athlete, Vegard Ulvang know how well wool 
performed on expedtitions and in competitions. He then developed the 

first Ulvang product: Ulvang Spesial. 
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Ulvang is not only concerned about producing warm, 
functional and high quality products, but we also focus on 
the company’s social responsibility. We work closely with all 
our suppliers to ensure that we know the country of origin 
of raw materials and can guarantee the use of non-mulesed 
wool.

Our ethical guidelines are communicated to all our suppliers 
and are incorporated in all contracts. Suppliers must sign 
comprehensive Code of Conduct (COC) agreements. 
Ulvang employs persons whose main responsibility is to 
visit our textile producers to ensure that they are complying 
with our ethical guidelines and COC principles. With our 
CSR efforts, we support human rights, worker’s rights, the 
environment and development throughout the entire value 
chain. 

All of these efforts reflect our close relationship to nature and 
our commitment to ensuring a responsible and sustainable 
value chain for our products. Our objective is to monitor the 
entire value chain and ensure responsible animal welfare 
practices. 

Our focus on social responsibility has helped create a more 
sustainable and environmentally friendly collection. This 
focus will be more and more important for us in the years 
ahead and will guide much of the work on future collections. 

CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY
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Our focus on social responsibility has 
helped create a more sustainable and 
environmentally friendly collection. 
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SAY HELLO 
TO ONE OF OUR FARMERS

Ulvang is passionate, not only about the fantastic features of wool, but 
also about the value chain all the way back to our carefully selected 
farmers. We are frequently visiting our farmers and have over the last 
years teamed up and formalized long-term partnerships with farmers 
in different parts of the world. Together with our farmers we share strict 
animal welfare standards, sustainable manufacturing processes and a 
general passion for wool as a naturally functional fiber.
 

Alan is out early every morning to look after all his herd. 

You can easily see the quality of the wool. Good height, 
consistent and clean.

Alan Pitcher, A passionate farmer who cares 
about his animals. Owner of Nanimia, together 
with his wife Fran and his son Russel. 

”Sustainable farming is necessary for 
the life blood of our future on the land”
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At Nanimia Alan and his family is looking after approx. 
5000 sheep. This is a lifestyle that has been carried on 
for many generations. They are proud of their flock breed 
and treat their sheep with an impressive kindness and 
passion.

High quality fine wool fibers with good elasticity, good length, nice 
color and good strength.

NANIMIA IS ONE OF OUR 
SELECTED FARMS IN AUSTRALIA

Over the last 70 years the late Alex Pitcher, and today Alan Pitcher 
and his son Russel has developed “Nanimia” into a 4000 acres 
property with more than 5000 Merino sheep. The flock is a self-re-
placing flock producing fine wool in the 18-19 micron range. The 
Property Nanimia derived its name from an Aboriginal word meaning 
“place of small hills”.

Alan says they like to have relaxed and happy sheep, that have plen-
ty to eat, good water supply, shelter with good shade during the hot 
summers and protection in winter and during colder periods. Alan 
really cares about their animals and treat them humanely. At Nani-
mia, they stopped mulesing many years ago because the process 
is inhumane and harms the lambs at a critical period of their lives. 
With careful selection and the advent of favorable traits, they haven’t 
had problems with fly strikes and have not mulesed sheep the last 
15 years. “Sustainable farming is necessary for the life blood of our 
future on the land”
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W12

W12

W12

RAV KIBY MS 
77311

Ulvang Rav Kiby Ms is a more lightweight commemorative version of the popular 
Rav sweater. Good elasticity, tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. Extra-
high zip collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. Eye 
catching and traditional jacquard pattern. 

• Great for any occasion. 
• For wool lovers searching an elegant look!  
• Warm, soft with good stretch
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

RAV KIBY WS 
77316

Ulvang Rav Kiby Ws is a more lightweight commemorative version of the popular 
Rav sweater. Good elasticity, tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. Extra-
high zip collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. Eye 
catching and traditional jacquard pattern. Feminine fit. 

• Great for any occasion. 
• For wool lovers searching an elegant look!  
• Warm, soft with good stretch
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

RAV KIBY ROUND NECK WS 
78416

Rav Kiby Roundneck Ms is a warm and comfortable sweater with a classic Norwe-
gian pattern. Kiby is a lighter version of our best-selling Rav sweater. The sweater 
is made in 100% clean and mulesing free wool. Rav Kiby has good elasticity and 
a slim fit.

• Great for any occasion. 
• For wool lovers searching an elegant look!  
• Warm, soft with good stretch
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

RAV KIBY ROUND NECK MS 
77411

Rav Kiby Roundneck Ms is a warm and comfortable sweater with a classic Norwe-
gian pattern. Kiby is a lighter version of our best-selling Rav sweater. The sweater 
is made in 100% clean and mulesing free wool. Rav Kiby has good elasticity and 
a slim fit.

• Great for any occasion. 
• For wool lovers searching an elegant look!  
• Warm, soft with good stretch
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOR:
69608 - Stellar/Grey Melange
69712 - North Sea/Grey Melange

COLOR: 
10048 – Black/Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange
11249 – Grey Melange/Navy Melange/Cherry Tomato
00215 – Vanilla/New Navy/Grey Melange

COLOR:
00220 – Vanilla/Gulf Stream
90802 – Rasperry/Vanilla
97704 – Persimmon/Vanilla

COLOR: 
10048 – Black/Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange
94403 – Rhododendron/Vanilla/Beetroot
69520 – Mosaic Blue/Vanilla/Cherry Tomato
11246 – Grey Melange/Heady Magenta/Delicate Pink
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RAV SWEATER W/ZIP 
77005

Ulvang Rav Sweater w/zip. Our bestseller in 100% wool. This is a 
favorite sweater for many people. This is the Original Rav sweater! 
Incredibly comfortable, with good elasticity, tailored fit and long 
sleeves with thumbholes. Extra-high zip collar with a “chin protector” 
to prevent scratching from the zipper. The Rav sweater has many 
loyal fans, all year round! Great for almost any activity. A good friend 
on a hike, after a workout or at home. Available in attractive color 
combinations. Unisex sizes. 

• Norway’s most popular wool sweater? 
• Great for any occasion. 
• For those who like wool and want a more versatile sweater 
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL 

(*XXXL - 1110X - Charcoal melange)

RAV PANT  
78005

Ulvang Rav pants are warm, comfortable and durable pants in 100% 
wool. The same quality as the popular Rav sweater. Good elasticity 
and great fit. Great as a midlayer. Perfect as a midlayer under outdoor 
pants for very cold days. Often used during expeditions. Soft, warm 
wool pants 

• Vegard’s favorite expedition pant 
• Perfect as a midlayer under outdoor pants for very cold days. 
• Rav pants are loved by users of all ages 

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOR: 
69708 - North Sea/ Grey Melange
94406 - Rhododendron/Beetroot
00200 - Vanilla
11200 - Grey melange
1110X - Charcoal melange *
75000 - New Navy 
10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
20403 - Tea Green/Charcoal Melange

1110X - Charcoal melange
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RAV LIMITED SWEATER W/ZIP MS 
77401

Ulvang Rav limited sweater w/zip. A more lightweight version of the popular Rav 
sweater. Good elasticity, tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. Extra-high 
zip collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. Also availa-
ble in attractive colors. 

• Great for any occasion. 
• For those who like wool and want a more versatile sweater 
• Warm, soft with good elasticity and modern fit
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

RAV LIMITED SWEATER W/ZIP WS  
78406

Ulvang Rav limited sweater w/zip. A more lightweight version of the popular Rav 
sweater. Good elasticity, tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. Extra-high 
zip collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. 

• Great for any occasion. 
• For those who like wool and want a more versatile sweater 
• Warm, soft with good elasticity and modern fit
• Oeko-Tex certified  

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

RAV LIMITED PANTS MS 
79011

A warm and light weight wool pants with good elasticity and great fit. Attractive 
design. Perfect underneath outdoor pants or jumpsuit on cold days. Can also be 
used on its own indoors. 

• Wool pants with good elasticity and great fit
• Often used underneath ski pants on cold days 
• Great for wear at home or outdoors 
• Warm, soft and with fresh colors 

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

RAV LIMITED PANTS WS 
79016

A warm and light weight wool pants with good elasticity and great fit. Attractive 
design. Perfect underneath outdoor pants or jumpsuit on cold days. Can also be 
used on its own indoors. 

• Wool pants with good elasticity and great fit
• Often used underneath ski pants on cold days 
• Great for wear at home or outdoors 
• Warm, soft and with fresh colors 

MATERIAL: 100%  Wool 

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

11271- Grey Melange/North Sea
00228- Vanilla/Grey Melange/Stellar
11238 - Grey Melange/Navy Melange/Coral Rose
75225 - New Navy/Grey Melange/Vanilla
10048 - Black/Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange

10000 - Black

10000 - Black
11233 - Grey Melange/Beetroot
94402 - Rhododendron/Beetroot

00225 - Vanilla/Gulf Stream/Grey Melange
11269- Grey Melange/Vanilla/Rasperry
00227- Vanilla/Persimmon/Grey Melange
00215- Vanilla/New Navy/Grey Melange
11250- Grey Melange/Mosaic Blue/Vanilla
00206- Vanilla/Grey Melange/Beetroot
10049- Black/Grey Melange/Charcoal Melange
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RAV HYBRID 
77421

Rav Hybrid is a warm and comfortable sweater with windproof and 
lined front. The Rav series from Ulvang is made in 100% clean and 
mulesing free wool. The sweater has good elasticity, a slim fit and 
long sleeves with thumbholes. Rav Hybrid has an extra high zip collar 
with chin protection to avoid chafing. It comes in three different color 
combinations and has unisex sizing. 

• Hybrid sweater in 100% wool with windpanels in front. 
• Suitable for outdoors and before/after workout. 
• Windproof and lined front  

MATERIAL: Knit: 100%  Wool 

Woven: 100% Polyester. Padding: 85% Wool, 15% Polyester

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOR: 
11106 – Charcoal Melange/Black
11265 – Grey Melange/New Navy/Red Melange
00219 – Vanilla/New Navy/Red Melange

ØSTERSUND HALF ZIP WS 
78316

A lightweight version of the popular Rav sweater. Good elasticity, 
tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. medium-high zip 
collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. 
Available in selected national colors. Traditional rib knitted sweater 
in Merino wool.   

• Great for any occasion. 
• A versatile sweater in traditional/fresh colors 
• Warm, soft with good stretch and authentic design.  
• 23,5 Micron

MATERIAL: 100%  Merino Wool 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

ØSTERSUND HALF ZIP MS 
77321

A lightweight version of the popular Rav sweater. Good elasticity, 
tailored fit and long sleeves with thumbholes. medium-high zip 
collar with a “chin protector” to prevent scratching from the zipper. 
Available in selected national colors. Traditional rib knitted sweater 
in Merino wool.   

• Great for any occasion. 
• A versatile sweater in traditional/fresh colors 
• Warm, soft with good stretch and authentic design.  
• 23,5 Micron

MATERIAL: 100%  Merino Wool 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

COLOR: 
002NOR – Vanilla/NOR
11263 - Grey Melange/New Navy/Gulf Stream

COLOR: 
11253 – Grey Melange/NOR
75016 -  New Navy/Grey Melange
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ØSTERSUND HYBRID JACKETS MS 
21041

Østersund Hybrid Jacket Ms is a functional jacket in Merino wool with a windproof 
panel in the front. This jacket is a versatile garment and can be used for both 
hiking and leisure

• Hybrid rib knitted jacket in 100% Merino with zoned windproof panels in front
• Suitable for leisure, outdoor activities  or before/after exercise. 
• For those who need a sporty Merino wool jacket suitable for versataile use. 
• Traditional Merino jacket suitable for many occasions year around. 

MATERIAL: Knit: 100% Merino Wool, 

Woven: 93% Plyamide, 7% Elastane

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

ØSTERSUND HYBRID JACKETS WS 
21046

Østersund Hybrid Jacket Ws is a functional jacket in Merino wool with a windproof 
panel in the front. This jacket is a versatile garment and can be used for both 
hiking and leisure

• Hybrid rib knitted jacket in 100% Merino with zoned windproof panels in front
• Suitable for leisure, outdoor activities or before/after exercise. 
• For those who need a sporty Merino wool jacket suitable for versataile use. 
• Traditional Merino jacket suitable for many occasions year around. 

MATERIAL: Knit: 100% Merino Wool, 

Woven: 93% Plyamide, 7% Elastane 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

ØSTERSUND HYBRID WAISTCOAT MS 
77441

Østersund Hybrid Waistcoat Ms is a functional vest in Merino wool with a wind-
proof panel in the front. This waistcoat is a versatile garment and can be used for 
both hiking and leisure

• Hybrid rib vest in 100% Merino with zoned windproof panels in front
• Suitable for leisure, outdoor activities or before/after exercise. 
• For those who need a sporty Merino wool vest suitable for versataile use. 
• Traditional Merino vest suitable for many occasions year around. 

MATERIAL: Knit: 100% Merino Wool, 

Woven: 93% Plyamide, 7% Elastane

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

ØSTERSUND HYBRID WAISTCOAT WS 
78426

Østersund Hybrid Waistcoat Ws is a functional vest in Merino wool with a wind-
proof panel in the front. This jacket is a versatile garment and can be used for 
both hiking and leisure

• Hybrid rib knitted vest in 100% Merino with zoned windproof panels in front
• Suitable for leisure, outdoor activities or before/after exercise. 
• For those who need a sporty Merino wool vest suitable for versataile use. 
• Traditional Merino vest suitable for many occasions year around. 

MATERIAL: Knit: 100% Merino Wool, 

Woven: 93% Plyamide, 7% Elastane

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

COLOR: 
11253 - Grey Melange/Nor
75016 - New Navy/ grey Melange

COLOR: 
11253 - Grey Melange/Nor
75016 - New Navy/ grey Melange

COLOR: 
002NOR - Vanilla/NOR
11263 - Grey Melange/New Navy/Gulf Stream

COLOR: 
002NOR - Vanilla/NOR
11263 - Grey Melange/New Navy/Gulf Stream
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LODEN JACKET MS 
77361

The superior CLIMAYARN® wool combined with knitting and finish, makes it 
almost windproof.  A rustic classic and timeless jacket for leisure or outdoors. 
Double layer 2x2 Rib soft and stretchy collar. Front pocket for essentials. Thermo 
regulating and flame resistant.  Very durable and warm jacket with loden wool 
capabilities.  A rugged, yet classical design makes this jacket suitable for urban 
and outdoor environments.  

• Very durable and warm jacket
• Thermo regulating and flame resistant.  
• Ideal for varying weather conditions. 
• Natural water repellent and temperature regulating 

MATERIAL: Main fabric (loden) 100% Wool, 2x2 rib: 60% Merino wool, 40% 
Polypropylene
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

LODEN JACKET WS 
78356

The superior CLIMAYARN® wool combined with knitting and finish, makes it 
almost windproof.  A rustic classic and timeless jacket for leisure or outdoors. 
Double layer 2x2 Rib soft and stretchy collar. Front pocket for essentials. Thermo 
regulating and flame resistant.  Very durable and warm jacket with loden wool 
capabilities.  A rugged, yet classical design makes this jacket in suitable for urban 
and outdoor environments.  

• Very durable and warm jacket
• Thermo regulating and flame resistant.  
• Ideal for varying weather conditions. 
• Natural water repellent and temperature regulating 

MATERIAL: Main fabric (loden) 100%  Wool, 2x2 rib: 60% Merino wool, 40% 
Polypropylene
SIZE: XS,S, M, L, XL

KONGSBERG V-NECK MS 
77331

Kongsberg V-neck is a sweater with a traditional design. V-neck suitable for when 
you want to dress up as well as when you’re out hiking. Made of a soft and light 
Merino wool blend for optimal comfort and durability. 

• Traditional V-neck sweater
• Pefect for casual or formal occasions
• Works also for light Outdoor activities.  
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 80% Wool, 20% Polyamide 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

KONGSBERG V-NECK WS 
78326

Kongsberg V-neck is a sweater with a traditional design. V-neck suitable for when 
you want to dress up as well as when you’re out hiking. Made of a soft and light 
Merino wool blend for optimal comfort and durability. 

• Traditional V-neck sweater
• Pefect for casual or formal occasions
• Works also for light Outdoor activities.  
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 80% Wool, 20% Polyamide 
SIZE:  XS,S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
11106 - Charcoal Melange/Black

COLOR: 
11100 - Charcoal Melange
74603 - Dark Navy Melange

COLOR: 
10104 - Light Grey Melange

COLOR: 
10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
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Our Norwegian Wool collection is made of 100% tracable and sustainable 
wool from Norwegian Sheep and Norwegian Wild Sheep. 
 
The wool is from healthy Norwegian sheep that spends all summer and 
early fall out in the clean and fresh nature of Norway. The result is wool with 
excellent strength, shine and elasticity. Norwegian Wool is naturally somew-
hat coarser because of the rougher climate and crazing conditions compared 
with sheep grazing farther south in Australia or in Spain. This gives the wool 
some unique and exciting features. Norwegian wool has specific characte-
ristics that make garments more durable and stays in shape after prolonged 
use and washing. The Norwegian wool has a natural and unique color.

The Norwegian Wool collection is of the best quality and will keep you warm 
even under the harshest conditions.
 
If you choose Ulvang’s Norwegian wool. You also support a sustainable 
production with a minimal ecological footprint.

NORWEGIAN 
WOOL

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: NORWAY
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Norway’s very traditional Old Norse sheep have been grazing in the coastal 
landscape on the west coast of Norway ever since the ice retreated 6000 years 
ago. The Old Norse Sheep is still part of the livelihood of coastal farmers in Nor-
way.This hardy breed, have through numerous of generations, been shaped by 
rough climate, nutritional basis, landscape and lived in symbiosis with humans 
where it has been a vital and invaluable supplier of meat, leather and wool to 
yarn - and again for knitwear.

FERAL

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: NORWAY
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FERAL SWEATER W/ZIP 
77341

Feral Sweater w/zip is a rough sweater made of wool from Norwegian 
Wild Sheep. Feral is developed to withstand the toughest weather, 
and it will last for generations. This sweater keeps you warm all year 
around! By choosing our Norwegian Wool collection you’re supporting 
sustainable production in a local value chain with a reduced 
environmental footprint.

• Traditional sweater in 100% Norwegian wool. 
• Stay cozy and warm, even on the coldest of days
• Ulvang’s warmest wool sweater
• 100% Norwegian wool

MATERIAL:  100% Wild sheep Wool
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOR: 
11730 - Melange limited
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VEGARD HALF-ZIP 
77251

Made of 100% Norwegian wool from Dalasau and Rygjasau. The wool 
is sourced from healthy Norwegian sheep that spend summer and 
early fall in the Norwegian nature – fresh, pure environment. Classic, 
chunky-knit wool sweater that keeps you warm on even the coldest 
of days. When you choose Ulvang’s Norwegian wool, you’re sup-
porting sustainable production in a local value chain with a reduced 
environmental footprint. 

• Ideal for those of you that care about utilizing local resources 
• Traditional sweater in 100% Norwegian wool.
• Stay cozy and warm, even on the coldest of days.

MATERIAL: 100% Norwegian wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

COLOR: 
01502 - Nature Melange/Charcoal Melange
11100 - Charcoal Melange

VEGARD HALF-ZIP WS 
78256

Made of 100% Norwegian wool from Dalasau and Rygjasau. The wool 
is sourced from healthy Norwegian sheep that spend summer and 
early fall in the Norwegian nature – fresh, pure environment. Classic, 
chunky-knit wool sweater that keeps you warm on even the coldest 
of days. When you choose Ulvang’s Norwegian wool, you’re sup-
porting sustainable production in a local value chain with a reduced 
environmental footprint. 

• Ideal for those of you that care about utilizing local resources 
• Traditional sweater in 100% Norwegian wool.
• Stay cozy and warm, even on the coldest of days.

MATERIAL: 100% Norwegian wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
11150 - Charcoal Melange/Nature Melange
01501 - Natur Melange

VEGARD HAT 
49561

Ulvang Vegard Hat is made of 100% Norwegian wool from Dalasau 
and Rygjasau. The wool is sourced from healthy Norwegian sheep 
that spend summer and early fall in the Norwegian nature – fresh, 
pure environment. Thick, classic wool cap than warms you even in 
the coldest temperatures. 

When you choose Ulvang’s Norwegian wool, you’re supporting sustai-
nable production in a local value chain with a reduced environmental 
footprint.

MATERIAL: 100% Norwegian Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60  

COLOR: 
01501 – Nature Melange
11100 – Charcoal Melange
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" The best of the best! 
A really good and warm 
sweater made of Norwegian 
quality wool! My favorite! "

- Vegard Ulvang
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VEGARD HYBRID JKT. W/ HOOD 
21051

Vegard Hybrid Jkt w/ hood is an exclusive hybrid jacket made of 
Norwegian wool and windproof Pertex®. The Vegard Hybrid jacket 
will keep you warm on your adventures!

• A technical hooded jacket in 100% Norwegian wool with 
windproof front and feathery Norwegian wool filling. 

• A more sustainable alternative to the down jacket. Warm and 
temperature regulating suitable for outdoors and everyday use. 

• For those who need a sporty Merino wool jacket suitable for 
versataile use. 

• 100% pure Norwegian wool from sheep who have lived a good 
life. 

• Unisex

MATERIAL:  Knit: 100% Norwegian wool, 
Woven: 100% Polyamide. Padding: Norwegian Wool / PLA
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

GUDBRANDSDALEN
KNICKERBOCKER  
48041

Ulvang Knickerbocker, a traditional and classic wool pant in premium 
Norwegian wool from Gudbrandsdalens Veveri. Suitable for hiking and 
other outdoor activities, but also for after ski and laisy cabin days... A 
classic garments based on Norwegian traditions, made of Norwegian 
materials. Remember high traditional knickers socks to complete 
the outfit.

• A traditional and classic knee long wool pant.
• Suitable for hiking and other outdoor activities. 
• For mountain people and cabiners seeking a very traditional, 

stylish yet functional garment in premium quality materials.
• Norwegian quality wool with unique temperature regulating 

properties.

MATERIAL:  70% Norwegian wool, 30% Viscose  
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

GUDBRANDSDALEN
KNICKERBOCKER WS 
48046

Ulvang Knickerbocker, a traditional and classic wool pant in premium 
Norwegian wool from Gudbrandsdalens Veveri. Suitable for hiking and 
other outdoor activities, but also for after ski and laisy cabin days... A 
classic garments based on Norwegian traditions, made of Norwegian 
materials. Remember high traditional knickers socks to complete 
the outfit.

• A traditional and classic knee long wool pant.
• Suitable for hiking and other outdoor activities. 
• For mountain people and cabiners seeking a very traditional, 

stylish yet functional garment in premium quality materials.
• Norwegian quality wool with unique temperature regulating 

properties.

MATERIAL:  70% Norwegian wool, 30% Viscose  
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
11727 - Granite/Charcoal Melange
11731 - Granite/Nature Melange

COLOR: 
11290 - Stone Grey Melange

COLOR: 
11290 - Stone Grey Melange
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MOA 
HUNDSEID
In May 2018 our ambassador Monica «Moa» Hundseid became 
the youngest Norwegian to climb Mt. Everest. We think that’s 
really cool and together we’ve developed an expedition inspired 
sweater in Norwegian wool!

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: NORWAY
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MOA 
HUNDSEID
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MOA ROUNDNECK 
78436

Moa Roundneck is the signature sweater of our ambassador Monica “Moa” 
Hundseid. The sweater features a round neck and a rugged, classic design 
inspired by her adventures. 100% Norwegian wool.

• Expedition inspired round neck sweater in 100% Norwegian wool
• Suitable for leisure, outdoor activities or a  2nd layer on colder days.  
• 100% wool from Norwegian high quality sheep

MATERIAL: 100% Norwegian wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

MOA HAT 
49776

Ulvang Moa Hat is the signature hat of Norway’s youngest Norwegian 
women who has climbed Mt. Everest. Good and warm outdoor hat knitted 
in 100% Norwegian wool with a traditional classic design.

• A warm and classic expedition hat in 100% Norwegian wool
• Developed for tough expeditions
• 100% wool from Norwegian high quality sheep

MATERIAL: 100% Norwegian wool
SIZE: 56, 58

01503 - Nature Melange/Sweet Pink 01503 - Nature Melange/Sweet Pink 
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LOMMEDALEN ZIP HOODIE WS 
48056

Lommedalen Hoodie Ws is a soft hoodie made in a Merino wool mix. 
The Lommedalen series is developed for leisure and is perfect at the 
cabin or at home. 

• Soft Merino wool hoodie with zip. 
• Designed for low intensity activities. 
• As comfortable as they are stylish. 
• Micron: 21,5 / 280g

MATERIAL: 67% Merino Wool, 28% Polyester, 5% Spandex 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

94401 - Rhododendron 
11200 - Grey Melange
11100 - Charcoal Melange

LOMMEDALEN ZIP HOODIE  MS 
48051

Lommedalen Hoodie Ms is a soft hoodie made in a Merino wool mix. 
The Lommedalen series is developed for leisure and is perfect at the 
cabin or at home. 

• Soft Merino wool hoodie with zip. 
• Designed for low intensity activities. 
• As comfortable as they are stylish. 
• Micron: 21,5 / 280g

MATERIAL: 67% Merino Wool, 28% Polyester, 5% Spandex 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

11200 - Grey Melange
11100 - Charcoal Melange

LOMMEDALEN PANT WS  
79096

Marisko pant is designed for relaxing everyday use after enjoying the 
outdoors! As comfortable as they are stylish. 

• Soft Merino wool pant with realxed fit. 
• Designed for low intensity activities. 
• As comfortable as they are stylish. 
• Micron: 21,5 / 280g

MATERIAL: 67% Merino Wool, 28% Polyester, 5% Spandex 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

94401 - Rhododendron 
11200 - Grey Melange
11100 - Charcoal Melange
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GJENDE WOOL SHIRT 
77451

Ulvang wool shirt is an exclusive shirt made in a Merino and polyester blend. 
Sporty and functional shirt for walking, traveling and everyday use. Quick-drying 
and soft material with natural functional properties like more odor restitant, more 
thermo regulating and more wrinkle resistant. Stylish, classic and sporty design. 

• Functional shirt in Merino wool with sporty design.
• A companion that suits every occasion. Keeping you cool when it’s hot and 

warm when it’s cold.
• Designed for a outdoor people with a sporty lifestyle.
• Durable and functional merino shirt that brings style and function together. 

MATERIAL:  55% Polyester, 45% Merino Wool 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

RONDANE SHORTS MS 
78111

Outdoor Shorts Ms is a pair of shorts in Merino wool. Comfortable shorts with 
temperature regulating capabilities.  

• Functional Merino shorts
• Optimal temperature regulation with nice details i.e. zipped back pocket 

and reflective prints. 
• Optimal for use from early spring throughout the fall. Perfect for hiking.
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 44% Merino wool/56% Polyester 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

RONDANE SHORTS WS 
79116

Outdoor Shorts Ws is a pair of shorts in Merino wool. Comfortable shorts with 
temperature regulating capabilities.  

• Functional Merino shorts
• Optimal temperature regulation with nice details i.e. zipped back pocket 

and reflective prints. 
• Optimal for use from early spring throughout the fall. Perfect for hiking.
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 44% Merino wool/56% Polyester 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

GJENDE WOOL SHIRT WS 
78446

Ulvang wool shirt is an exclusive shirt made in a Merino and polyester blend. 
Sporty and functional shirt for walking, traveling and everyday use. Quick-drying 
and soft material with natural functional properties like more odor restitant, more 
thermo regulating and more wrinkle resistant. Stylish, classic and sporty design. 

• Functional shirt in Merino wool with sporty design.
• A companion that suits every occasion. Keeping you cool when it’s hot and 

warm when it’s cold.
• Designed for a outdoor people with a sporty lifestyle.
• Durable and functional merino shirt that brings style and function together. 

MATERIAL:  55% Polyester, 45% Merino Wool 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

73023 - New Navy Mix 11100 Charcoal Melange

94407 - Rhododendron Mix 11100 Charcoal Melange

W12

W12
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TRAINING
MIDLAYER
Training is designed for training and activities in colder 
temperatures. The range is made in a soft and comfortable 
Merino Wool, combined with strategically located mesh 
sections. 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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10000 - Black
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TRAINING TURTLE NECK MS 
77381

Shirt for men in merino wool with long sleeves and high collar. In warm, 
comfortable single jersey, combined with technical mesh panels. The 
mesh inserts are strategically positioned at sides and back for optimal 
wicking. Long-sleeved functional shirt in merino wool. Can be used 
several days in a row – without smelling. 

• Reflective details make you visible when you’re outdoors
• Can be used as a 2nd layer or as an outer layer. 
• Woolmark Blend certified  
• Micron: 20,5 / 260g

MATERIAL: Main fabric:  98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra. Mesh: 84% 
Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

TRAINING SHORTS MS 
79091

Running shorts in Merino with ergonomic and supportive brief inside. 
Unique tempereature regulation capabilities. Suitable for mountain 
runs during fall, maye on a narrow trail on your way to the top! Try it – 
you’ll love it! Optimal for use from early spring throughout the fall, for 
example when hiking. 

• Functional Merino shorts 
• Optimal temperature regulation
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10000 - Black
73216 - Princess Blue/Black

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

TRAINING WINDBLOCK JACKET MS 
77371

A super technical jacket in high quality merino wool with a ergonomical 
fit and a technical design. Stretchy wind panels strategically positioned 
in front. Soft and warm with good breathability due to mesh panels in 
back and at sides. Easy acces from pockets. YKK zipper. Wear it on your 
everyday adventures on your hikes or when camping outdoors.  

• Wind panels in front for protection and comfort.
• Reflective details make you visible when you’re outdoors.
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: Main fabric 95% Merino Wool,  5% Lycra. Windblock 
material: 100% Recycled Polyester. Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 
6% Polyester
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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TRAINING TIGHTS MS 
79041

Mens tights in merino wool. Best for activities in changing weather 
and temperatures, in the fall, or as a great base layer under ski pants. 
In warm, comfortable single jersey, combined with technical mesh. 
The mesh inserts are strategically positioned at sides for optimal 
ventilation.
 
• Technical tights in merino wool 
• Perfect for running or other high activities in changing weather 

and temperatures,
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: 95 % Merino Wool  5 % Lycra. 
Mesh: 84 % Merino Wool 10 % Lycra, 6 % Polyester 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

TRAINING WINDBLOCK TIGHTS MS 
79051

Tights in merino wool with wind panels. Perfect for activities in 
changing weather and temperatures. In warm, comfortable single 
jersey, combined with technical mesh and stretchy wind panels. 
The mesh inserts are strategically positioned at sides for optimal 
ventilation.  

• Mens tights in merino wool with wind panels 
• Perfect for running, skiing or other high activities in colder and 

or wet conditions 
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 -20,5 / 270-300g / Mesh: 170g 

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 95% Merino Wool/5% Lycra. 
Windblock: 100% Recycled Polyester 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

TRAINING TIGHTS LIGHT MS 
78051

Training Tights Ms is a pair of thin and light training tights in Merino 
wool with technical mesh panels.  Training Tights from Ulvang is ideal 
for training and hiking all year around and is temperature regulating. 

• Temperature regulating tights in Merino wool
• Can be used as a 2nd layer or as an outer layer. 
• Woolmark Blend certified  
• Micron: 19,5 / 205g

MATERIAL: 44% Merino wool/56% Polyester. Mesh: 84% Merino 
wool. 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10000 - Black
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TRAINING TURTLE NECK WS 
78366

Women’s shirt in merino wool with long sleeves and high collar. In warm, com-
fortable single jersey, combined with technical mesh panels. The mesh inserts are 
strategically positioned at sides and back for optimal wicking. Long-sleeved func-
tional shirt in merino wool. Can be used several days in a row – without smelling.  

• Flat seams for increased comfort.
• Reflective details make you visible when you’re outdoors
• Can be used as a 2nd layer or as an outer layer. 
• Woolmark Blend certified  
• Micron: 20,5 / 260g

MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool,  2% Elastan
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

TRAINING WIND BLOCK JACKET WS 
78386

A super technical jacket in high quality merino wool with a ergonomical fit and a 
technical design. Stretchy wind panels strategically positioned in front. Soft and 
warm with good breathability due to mesh panels in back and at sides. Easy acces 
from pockets. YKK zipper. Wear it on your everyday adventures on your hikes or 
when camping outdoors.  

• Wind panels in front for protection and comfort.
• Reflective details make you visible when you’re outdoors.
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: Main fabric 95% Merino Wool,  5% Lycra. Windblock material: 
100% Recycled Polyester, Mesh 84% Merino Wool, 6% Polyester, 10% Lycra 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

TRAINING INSULATION SHORTS WS 
58266

Insulate and provide extra warmth, especially on those colder days. Works best as 
Layer 2 under shell pants. Specially design for women who don’t want to freeze 
their bums off!  
Panel design for performance and optimal comfort. 

• Shorts in merino wool for extra insulation and warmth. 
• Specially developed for women
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: Main fabric:  95% Merino Wool, 5% Lycra. 2nd fabric:  97% 
Merino Wool,  3% Lycra, 3rd fabric: 90% Polyester, 10% Lycra
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

TRAINING SKORT WS 
78096

Ulvang Training Skirt Ws is a running skirt in merino wool with ergonomically 
designed integral tights. Optimal for use from early spring throughout the fall, for 
example when hiking in the mountains. Try it – you’ll love it! 

• Feminine, functional running skirt in merino wool.
• Use from early spring throughout the fall
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: Skirt: 98% Merino Wool 2% Lycra. Tights: 94% Merino Wool 3% 
Polyester, 3% Lycra. Stoff: 90% Merino Wool 10 % Lycra
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

10000 - Black
80811 - Heady Magenta/Black

10000 - Black

10000 - Black 10000 - Black
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TRAINING TIGHTS WS 
79036

Women’s tights in merino wool. Best for activities in changing weath-
er and temperatures, in the fall, or as a great base layer under ski 
pants. In warm, comfortable single jersey, combined with technical 
mesh. The mesh inserts are strategically positioned at sides for 
optimal ventilation.
 
• Technical tights in merino wool 
• Perfect for running or other high activities in changing weath-

er and temperatures,
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: 95 % Merino Wool  5 % Lycra. 
Mesh: 84 % Merino Wool 10 % Lycra, 6 % Polyester 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

TRAINING WINDBLOCK TIGHTS WS 
79046

Tights in merino wool with wind panels. Perfect for activities in chang-
ing weather and temperatures. In warm, comfortable single jersey, 
combined with technical mesh and stretchy wind panels. The mesh 
inserts are strategically positioned at sides for optimal ventilation.  

• Women’s tights in merino wool with wind panels 
• Perfect for running, skiing or other high activities in colder and 

or wet conditions 
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 -20,5 / 270-300g / Mesh: 170g 

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 95% Merino Wool/5% Lycra. Windblock: 
100% Recycled Polyester 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

10000 - Black
80811 - Heady Magenta/Black

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

TRAINING TIGHTS LIGHT WS 
79056

Training Tights Ms is a pair of thin and light training tights in Merino 
wool with technical mesh panels.  Training Tights from Ulvang is ideal 
for training and hiking all year around and is temperature regulating. 

• Temperature regulating tights in Merino wool
• Can be used as a 2nd layer or as an outer layer. 
• Woolmark Blend certified  
• Micron: 19,5 / 205g

MATERIAL:  44% Merino wool/56% Polyester. Mesh: 84% Merino 
wool. 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL
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Training is a baselayer range designed for training and activities. 
The range is made in a lightweight and comfortable single jersey, 
combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are 
strategically located along the sides and back to provide optimal 
perspiration transport during use. 

The Training range has been treated so that the fabric is wash-
able at 40 degrees. Only the longest and thinnest Merino wool 
fibers are used, creating a fabric that minimizes itch and fabric 
pilling.

TRAINING
BASELAYER

LIGHT
150-190G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL S

LI
M

WEIGHT: 180G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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W12

11218 - Grey Melange/ Black
73216 - Princess Blue/Black
10000 - Black
69614 - Stellar / Granite10813 - Black/ High Rise

TRANING SHORT SLEEVE MS 
57491

Short-sleeved top for men in Merino wool. The fabric is a light and comfortable single 
jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are strategically placed 
at the sides and at the back to provide optimal moisture transport.  

• Reflective logo 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5  / 180g

MATERIAL: Main fabric:  98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra. 
Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

TRANING SLEEVELESS MS 
57001

Sleeveless shirt in merino wool. In warm, comfortable single jersey, combined with 
technical mesh panels. The mesh inserts are strategically positioned at sides and back 
for optimal wicking. Reflective details make you visible when you’re outdoors, possibly 
out biking. If you want the best in comfort, choose wool for warmer days too

• Sleeveless shirt in merino wool ideal underneath a bike shirt under various conditions. 
• Reflective logo
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5  / 180g

MATERIAL: Main fabric:  98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra. 
Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

TRAINING ROUND NECK MS
57501

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. The fabric is a light and 
comfortable single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are 
strategically placed at the sides and at the back to provide optimal moisture transport.  

• Reflective logo
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5  / 180g

COMPOSITION: 98% Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. 

Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

TRAINING TURTLE NECK W/ZIP MS
57511

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. The fabric is a light and 
comfortable single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are 
strategically placed at the sides and at the back to provide optimal moisture transport.  

• Reflective logo
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5  / 180g

COMPOSITION: 98% Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. 

Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

73216 - Princess Blue/Black
10000 - Black

73216 - Princess Blue/Black
10000 - Black
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TRAINING 3/4 PANT MS
78021

¾ tights for men in Merino wool. Made in a warm and comfortable single 
jersey, combined with technical mesh sections. The mesh sections are 
strategically placed for optimal perspiration transport. Ideal for walks and 
running on cold days, or under your ski pants on Alpine ascents! 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 20,5 / 260g

MATERIAL: 97% Merino wool/ 3% Lycra, Fabric 2: 98% Merinoull/ 
2% Lycra. Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

TRAINING PANTS MS
67421

Longs for men in Merino wool. The fabric is a light and comfortable 
single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections 
are strategically placed at the sides and at the back to provide optimal 
moisture transport.  

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL:  98% Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. 

Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 6% Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

TRAINING 3/4 PANT W ZIP 
67481

Ulvang 3/4 Pants w/zip Ms is a pair of pants with knee length in 
Merino wool. It’s produced in a light and comfortable single jersey 
fabric. We’ve put technical mesh strategically placed on the sides and 
the back. This gives you great moisture transport and breathability. 
The fine Merino wool has a cooling effect when it’s hot and isolates 
when it’s cold. Perfect for alpine skiing!
 
• Technical tights in merino wool 
• Perfect for alpine skiing
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: 95 % Merino Wool  5 % Lycra. 
Mesh: 84 % Merino Wool 10 % Lycra, 6 % Polyester 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL  
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TRAINING BOXER MS
67161

Soft and comfortable boxer shorts for men in Merino wool. Made in a light-
weight and comfortable single jersey. Recommended for hikes and training.     
  

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool// 2% Lycra

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

TRAINING WINDBLOCK BOXER MS
67431

Training windblock boxer Ms is a soft, comfortable boxer brief in soft Merino 
fabric.Moves moisture, and keeps you warm even when slightly wet.  Stretchy 
and soft wind panel in front for optimal wind protection and increased comfort.  
Functional boxer brief in merino wool with stretchy front wind panel.  Perfect 
for skiing in cold conditions or underneath a XC racing suit .  Optimal wicking 
properties. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool,  2% Lycra. Windblock material: 100% 
Recycled Polyester 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

10000 - Black

10000 - Black
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W12

W12

TRAINING SHORT SLEEVE WS 
58506

Short-sleeved top for women in Merino wool. Featuring a light and comfortable single 
jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are strategically 
located in sides and back for optimal moisture transport.  

• Flat seams for added comfort    
• Reflective logo     
• Machine washable at 40 degrees    
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  10% 
Elastan, 6% Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

TRAINING ROUND NECK WS 
58516

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. Featuring a light and 
comfortable single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are 
strategically located on sides and back to provide optimal moisture transport. 

• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Reflective logo    
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  10% 
Elastan, 6% Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

TRAINING SPORTS TOP 
58286

Sports top in Merino wool. Made in a warm and comfortable single jersey, 
combined with technical mesh sections. An all-round sports top for cold days with 
optimal comfort and best possible perspiration transport.  

• Keeps you warm and comfortable
• Reflective logo
• Flat seams for added comfort     
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL:  95 % Merino Wool/5 % Lycra. Mesh: 84% Merino Wool, 10% Lycra, 
6% Polyester 

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

TRAINING RACERBACK WS 
57006

A top for women in merino wool. Ideal for just “hanging out”, or for high-intensity 
activities like mountain running or hiking. Featuring light, comfortable single-jersey 
fabric, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections are strategically located 
at sides and back for optimal wicking.

• Perfect for for high-intensity activities
• Flat seams for added comfort     
• Machine washable at 40 degrees 
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool  2%Elastan. 
Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  10% Elastan, 6% Polyester
SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

80809 - Heady Magenta
10000 - Black

80814 - Heady Magenta/ Grey Melange
98520 - Sweet Pink / Granite

80814 - Heady Magenta/ Grey Melange
10000 - Black 
11251 - Grey Melange/ Heady Magenta
98520 - Sweet Pink / Granite

10000 - Black 
11251 - Grey Melange/Heady Magenta
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TRAINING 3/4 PANTS WS 
78026

Longs for women in Merino wool. The fabric is a light and comfortable 
single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections 
are strategically placed at the sides and at the back to provide optimal 
moisture transport.  

• Flat seams for added comfort     
 • Machine washable at 40 degrees   
  • Micron: 20,5 / 260g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. 

Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  10% Elastan, 6% Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

TRAINING PANTS WS 
68446

Longs for women in Merino wool. The fabric is a light and comfortable 
single jersey, combined with special mesh sections. The mesh sections 
are strategically placed at the sides and at the back to provide optimal 
moisture transport.    

• Flat seams for added comfort    
• Machine washable at 40 degrees    
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. 

Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  10% Elastan, 6% Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

TRAINING TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
58526

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. Featuring 
a light and comfortable single jersey, combined with special mesh 
sections. The mesh sections are strategically located on sides and back for 
optimal moisgture transport. 

• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Reflective logo    
 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g 

MATERIAL: 98 % Merino Wool/2 % Lycra. Mesh: 84%, Merino Wool  
10% Elastan, 6% Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

11251 - Grey Melange/Heady Magenta 
10000 - Black

10000 - Black

10000 - Black
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TRAINING WINDBLOCK HIPSTER WS 
68436

Training windblock hipser Ws is a soft Merino hipster. Effecient 
moisture control, and keeps you warm even when slightly wet. 
Stretchy and soft wind panel in front for optimal wind protection and 
increased comfort.

• Functional hipster in merino wool with stretchy front wind panel.
• Perfect for skiing in cold conditions
• Optimal wicking properties.
• Woolmark Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 180g

MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool, 2% Lycra.  Windblock material: 
100% Recycled Polyester

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

10000 - Black

10000 - Black

TRAINING HIPSTER WS 
68456

Soft and comfortable hipster for women in Merino wool. Made in a 
lightweight and comfortable single jersey. Recommended for hikes and 
training.    

• Soft and comfortable hipster in merino wool
• Perfect for everyday, hikes and training
• Optimal wicking properties.
• Woolmark Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 180g
MATERIAL: 98% Merino Wool/ 2% Lycra

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

11251 - Grey Melange/Heady Magenta 
10000 - Black

TRAINING 3/4 PANT W ZIP WS 
67496

Ulvang 3/4 Pants w/zip Ws is a pair of pants with knee length in Merino 
wool. It’s produced in a light and comfortable single jersey fabric. We’ve 
put technical mesh strategically placed on the sides and the back. This 
gives you great moisture transport and breathability. The fine Merino 
wool has a cooling effect when it’s hot and isolates when it’s cold. Ideal 
for hiking, sports and working out all seasons. Perfect for alpine skiing!
 
• Technical tights in merino wool 
• Perfect for alpine skiing
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 300g

MATERIAL: 95 % Merino Wool  5 % Lycra. 
Mesh: 84 % Merino Wool 10 % Lycra, 6 % Polyester 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL
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SUMMERWOOL
Summerwool is a soft and lightweight quality in 100% merino wool. 
It is designed for warmer days and has a natural cooling effect. In 
addition, your merino wool shirt will not smell – like cotton shirts do. 
Just hang it in the open air and wear it again the next day.

LIGHT
150-190G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

WEIGHT: 150 G
MICRON: 16,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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SUMMER WOOL TEE MS 
57561

Summer Wool Tee Ms is a soft and light t-shirt designed for summer use. This 
lightweight Merino wool tee has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool is 
temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The Summer 
Wool Tee is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft t-shirt in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

SUMMER WOOL TEE W/ POCKET MS 
57571

Summer Wool Tee w/ pocket Ms is a soft and light t-shirt designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool tee has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool 
is temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The Summer 
Wool Tee is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft t-shirt in 100% Merino  

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

SUMMER WOOL TEE LS MS 
57581

Summer Wool Tee Long Sleeve Ms is a soft and light t-shirt designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool tee has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool is 
temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. This long sleeve 
is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft long sleeve in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

SUMMER WOOL  3/4 PANT MS 
67461

Summer Wool 3/4 pant Ms is a soft and light pair of pants designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool garment has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino 
wool is temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The 
Summer Wool ¾ Pant is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft 3/4 pant in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

COLOR: 
92126 - Cherry Tomato/Grey Melange
69708 - North Sea/Grey Melange
11268 - Grey Melange/Cherry Tomato

COLOR: 
69708 - North Sea/Grey Melange
11268 - Grey Melange/Cherry Tomato

COLOR: 
11200 - Grey Melange

COLOR: 
69708 - North Sea/Grey Melange
11200 - Grey Melange
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SUMMER WOOL SLEEVELESS WS 
57566

Summer Wool Sleeveless Ws is a soft and light tank top designed for summer use. This 
lightweight Merino wool tank has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool is 
temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The Summer 
Wool Sleeveless is naturally odor inhibiting. Feminine and loose fit.

• Light and soft sleevelessin 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting 

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

SUMMER WOOL TEE LS WS 
57586

Summer Wool Sleeveless Ws is a soft and light long sleeve designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool tank has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool 
is temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The Summer 
Wool long sleeve is naturally odor inhibiting. Feminine and loose fit.

• Light and soft long sleeve in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

SUMMER WOOL  3/4 PANT WS 
67466

Summer Wool 3/4 pant Ws is a soft and light pair of pants designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool garment has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino 
wool is temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The 
Summer Wool ¾ Pant is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft 3/4 pant in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

SUMMER WOOL TEE WS 
57576

Summer Wool Tee Ws is a soft and light t-shirt designed for summer use. This 
lightweight Merino wool tee has a natural cooling effect on hot days. Merino wool is 
temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to wear all year. The Summer 
Wool Tee is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft t-shirt in 100% Merino     

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

COLOR: 
97702 - Persimmon
74685 - Gulf Stream
11200 - Grey Melange

COLOR: 
11261 - Grey Melange/Persimmon
74695 - Gulf Stream/Grey Melange

COLOR: 
11261 - Grey Melange/Persimmon
74695 - Gulf Stream/Grey Melange

COLOR: 
11200 - Grey Melange
74695 - Gulf Stream/Grey Melange
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EVERYDAY
Want to use wool everyday? We got you covered. We 
have developed a collection of ultra light, soft and durable 
garments in a classic and casual design. 

LIGHT
150-190G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

R
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WEIGHT: 150 G
MICRON: 18,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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EVERYDAY LS MS 
57481

Ultra Light, soft and durable Long Sleeve for everyday use. Single jersey 
construction with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This 
t-shirt could be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture 
regulating capabilities.  

• Ultralight, soft long sleeve in merino wool
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

EVERYDAY TEE MS 
57461

Ultra Light, soft and durable T-shirt for everyday use. Single jersey construction 
with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This t-shirt could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities.  

• Ultralight, soft T-shirt in merino wool 
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

EVERYDAY PIQUET TEE MS 
78066

Crafted from extra fine Merino, this is a contemporary and sustainable take on 
a traditional polo. It’s a timeless staple that can be worn with jeans or chinos 
for everyday use as well as in the outdoors. Merino Pique made for Outdoor and 
everyday use. 

• Ultralight, soft T-shirt in merino wool
• Developed for all year everyday use
• Neutral design
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 190g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

EVERYDAY BOXER MS 
67486

Ultra Light, soft and durable boxer for everyday use. Single jersey construction 
with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This t-shirt could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities. 

•  A soft and durable merino wool boxer¨
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10000 - Black
11700 - Granite 10000 - Black

10000 - Black
11700 - Granite
69605 - Stellar

10000 - Black
69605 - Stellar

W12
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EVERYDAY TEE WS 
57466

Ultra Light, soft and durable t-shirt for everyday use. Single jersey construction 
with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This t-shirt could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities.  

• Ultralight, soft t-shirt in merino wool 
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

EVERYDAY LS WS 
58496

Ultra Light, soft and durable longsleeve for everyday use. Single jersey construc-
tion with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This top could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities.  

• A soft and durable merino wool top 
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

EVERYDAY HIPSTER WS 
68426

Ultra Light, soft and durable hipster for everyday use. Single jersey construction 
with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This hipster could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities. 

• A soft and durable merino wool hipster 
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

EVERYDAY SINGLET WS 
58476

Ultra Light, soft and durable singlet for everyday use. Single jersey construction 
with good stretch. A relaxed fit for optimal dayily life comfort. This singlet could 
be your all time favorite with exceptional temperature and moisture regulating 
capabilities.  

• A soft and durable merino wool singlet 
• Developed for all year everyday use. 
• Neutral design.  
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 18,5 / 150g

MATERIAL: 87% Merino Wool, 13% Nylon 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

00200 - Vanilla
10000 - Black
90800 - Rasberry

00200 - Vanilla
10000 - Black
94401 - Rhododendron
90800 - Rasberry

00200 - Vanilla
10000 - Black

00200 - Vanilla
10000 - Black
90800 - Rasberry
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SKARE LOGO TEE MS 
57301

Incredibly lightweight and soft T-shirt for men in wool/Tencel. Specially developed for 
summer use since the wool in combination with Tencel cools and allows for temperature 
control. 

• Thin and silky soft single jersey   
• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees wool program 
• Micron: 18.5 / 195g

MATERIAL: 70% Tencel®, 30% Merino Wool

SIZE:  S, M, L, XL

SKARE LOGO TEE WS 
58306

Incredibly lightweight and soft T-shirt for women in wool/Tencel. Specially developed for 
summer use since the wool in combination with Tencel cools and allows for temperature 
control. 

• Thin and silky soft single jersey   
• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees wool program 
• Micron: 18.5 / 195g

MATERIAL: 70% Tencel®, 30% Merino Wool

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

11728 - Granite/Heady Magenta
11732 - Granite/Gulf Stream
11713 - Granite/High Rise ULV
11733 - Granite/Persimmon

11724 - Granite/Mosaic Blue
11734 - Granite/North Sea
11713 - Granite/High Rise ULV
11729 - Granite/Cherry Tomato
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RAV 100% 
Rav 100% is a Medium warm bodywear range developed for Outdoor activ-

ities, especially those with varying intensity. The Rav100% is Ulvang’s most 

versatile quality for a wide range of activities all year round.  

 

This range is made with rib-knit construction that keeps its shape and provides 

good wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside 

and ensuring the air is warm. 100 % Supersoft Merino Wool with good stretch 

for optimal temperature control, naturally odor control, and comfort.

 

Only the longest, thinnest and softest fibers are used, creating  a fabric that 

minimizes itch and fabric pilling. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool.

 

The Rav100% range has been treated so that the garment is machine wash-

able at 40 degrees.

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

R
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WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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MERINO LIGHT TEE MS 
57381

A short-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool. For types of activities, especially those 
with varying intensity. Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally odor-in-
hibiting. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The 
vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is 
warm. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to almost 
any activity

• Short-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 18,5 / 160g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool 
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10815 - Black/Granite
20207 - Basil/Granite
69519 - Mosaic Blue/Granite
69614 - Stellar/Granite

MERINO LIGHT TEE WS 
58386

A short-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool. For types of activities, especially 
those with varying intensity. Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally 
odor-inhibiting. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good 
wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and 
ensuring the air is warm. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless 
design suited to almost any activity

• Short-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 18,5 / 160g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool 
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

10815 - Black/Granite
74686 - Gulf Stream/Granite
80716 - Beetroot/Granite
97703 - Persimmon/Granite
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RAV 100% TURTLE NECK W/ZIP MS 
57361

Ulvang Rav 100% Turtle Neck Ms is a long-sleeved shirt in 100% merino 
wool. For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. 
Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally odor-inhibiting. The rib-
knit construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air 
is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for 
increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity

• Long-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

RAV 100% ROUND NECK MS 
57351

Ulvang Rav 100% Crew-neck Ms is a long-sleeved shirt in 100% 
merino wool. For all types of activities, especially those with varying 
intensity. Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally odor-inhibi-
ting. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good 
wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air 
inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mu-
lesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless 
design suited to almost any activity

• Long-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

RAV 100% PANTS MS 
67331

Rav 100% pants Ms, pants in 100% merino wool. For all types of 
activities, especially those with varying intensity. Supersoft, tempera-
ture regulating and naturally odor-inhibiting. The rib-knit construction 
keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is 
warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams 
for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to almost any 
activity

• Soft pants in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

10815 – Black/Granite
69512 – Mosaic Blue/Granite/Coral Rose
20207 - Basil/Granite

10815 – Black/Granite
69512 – Mosaic Blue/Granite/Coral Rose
20207 - Basil/Granite

11700 - Granite
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RAV 100% TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
58366

Ulvang Rav 100% Turtle Neck Ws is a long-sleeved top in 100% 
merino wool. For all types of activities, especially those with varying 
intensity. Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally odor-inhi-
biting. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good 
wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air 
inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mu-
lesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless 
design suited to almost any activity

• Long-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL:  100% Merino Wool

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

RAV 100% ROUND NECK WS 
58356

Ulvang Rav 100% Crew-neck Ws is a long-sleeved top in 100% 
merino wool. For all types of activities, especially those with varying 
intensity. Supersoft, temperature regulating and naturally odor-inhi-
biting. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good 
wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air 
inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mu-
lesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless 
design suited to almost any activity
 
• Long-sleeved shirt in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

RAV 100% PANTS WS 
68331

Rav 100% pants Ws, pants in 100% merino wool. For types all of acti-
vities, especially those with varying intensity. Supersoft, temperature 
regulating and naturally odor-inhibiting. The rib-knit construction 
keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is 
warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams 
for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to almost any 
activity

• Soft pants in 100% merino wool
• For all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity.
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

80729 – Beetroot/Granite/Coral Rose 
10816 – Black/Granite/High Rise
74697 - Gulf Stream/Granite/Persimmon

10816 – Black/Granite/High Rise
80729 – Beetroot/Granite/Coral Rose
74697 - Gulf Stream/Granite/Persimmon

10815 – Black/Granite
74697 - Gulf Stream/Granite/Persimmon
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Explore is a quality with a mix of Merino and biodegradable 
Tencel®. Suitable for all types of activities, especially those 
with varying intensity. The soft merino wool combined with 
Tencel® fibres is temperature regulating, odor resistant and 
quick-drying. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape 
and provides good wicking. The vertical channel promotes 
insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. 
Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity.

EXPLORE

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL
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WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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REGULAR

SLIM

REGULAR
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EXPLORE ROUND NECK MS 
57591

Ulvang Explore Round Neck Ms is a long-sleeved Merino wool/Tencel 
top for all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. 
The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is 
temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring 
the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat 
seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to 
almost any activity.

• Long-sleeved shirt in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

EXPLORE PANTS MS 
67501

Ulvang Explorer pants Ms is a Merino wool/Tencel pant for all types 
of activities, especially those with varying intensity. The soft merino 
wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is temperature 
regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit construction 
keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is 
warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for 
increased comfort.

• Pant in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

EXPLORE TURTLE NECK W/ZIP MS 
57601

Ulvang Explore Turtle Neck Ms is a long-sleeved Merino wool/Tencel 
top for all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. 
The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is 
temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring 
the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat 
seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to 
almost any activity.

• Long-sleeved shirt in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

11207 – Grey Melange / New Navy
75016 – New Navy / Grey Melange

11207 – Grey Melange / New Navy
75016 – New Navy / Grey Melange

75000 – New Navy
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EXPLORE ROUND NECK WS 
58546

Ulvang Explore Round Neck Ws is a long-sleeved Merino wool/Tencel 
top for all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. 
The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is 
temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring 
the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat 
seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to 
almost any activity.

• Long-sleeved shirt in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

EXPLORE TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
58556

Ulvang Explore Turtle Neck Ws is a long-sleeved Merino wool/Tencel 
top for all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. 
The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is 
temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring 
the air is warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat 
seams for increased comfort. Classic, timeless design suited to 
almost any activity.

• Long-sleeved shirt in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

EXPLORE PANTS WS 
68496

Ulvang Explore pants Ws is a Merino wool/Tencel pant for all types 
of activities, especially those with varying intensity. The soft merino 
wool combined with biodegradable Tencel fibres  is temperature 
regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit construction 
keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is 
warm. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for 
increased comfort.

• Pant in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark Blend certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: 65% Merino Wool, 35% Tencel
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

75016 – New Navy / Grey Melange
80709 – Mystical / New Navy / Grey 
Melange

75000 – New Navy

75016 – New Navy / Grey Melange
80709 – Mystical / New Navy / Grey Melange
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Maristua is developed in 100% Merino with a feminine jaquard 
knit inspired by traditional Norwegian patterns. Extremely soft 
material in combination with the wool’s incredible properties 
allows the garment to be used for many occasions. Suitable 
for versatile use, especially when the activity level varies.

MARISTUA

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL
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WEIGHT: 205 G
MICRON: 18,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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MARISTUA PANTS WS 
57036

Maristua Pants Ws is a feminine pair of long johns in 100% Merino 
wool. The pants are soft, temperature regulating and naturally odor 
resistant.  Maristua Pants is developed in a light rib construction that 
is form-stable and provides good moisture transport. Traceable and 
guaranteed mulesing free wool. All the garments in our Maristua se-
ries has a feminine pattern inspired by Norwegian traditions. Perfect 
for hiking, adventures or the afterski!

• A soft and feminine long johns in ultra fine 100% Merino
• Designed for versatile use, especially when the activity level 

varies
• For women that seeks a warm, comfortable and femine look
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

MARISTUA TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
57026

Maristua Turtle Neck w/zip Ws is a long-sleeved shirt with a high 
neck in 100% Merino wool. The shirt is soft, temperature regulating 
and naturally odor resistant.  Maristua Turtle Neck w/zip is developed 
in a light rib construction that is form-stable and provides good 
moisture transport. Traceable and guaranteed mulesing free wool. All 
the garments in our Maristua series has a feminine pattern inspired 
by Norwegian traditions. Perfect for hiking, adventures or the afterski!

• A soft and feminine top with zip in ultra fine 100% Merino
• Suitable as bodywear, but can also be used as an outer layer
• For women that seeks a warm, comfortable and femine look
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
00218 - Vanilla/Sweet Pink 
10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
69709 - North Sea/Basil
94406 - Rhododendron/Beetroot

COLOR: 
10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
69709 - North Sea/Basil
94406 - Rhododendron/Beetroot
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50FIFTY 2.0
50Fifty 2.0 is a warm quality, perfect for sensitiv skin. The range 
features a two-layer Jaquard knit. The inner layer in contact with 
the skin consists of 100 % polyester, and the outer layer consists 
of 80 % Merino wool and 20 % Polyamide. The combination 
allows the inner polyester layer to transport moisture away from 
the body, while the outer wool layer redistributes the moisture 
for warmth and insulation. An all-round garment that is extremely 
comfortable for persons with sensitive skin. 

The 50Fifty 2.0 range has been treated so that the garment is 
machine  washable at 40 degrees. Only the longest and thinnest 
Merino wool fibers are used, creating a fabric that minimizes itch 
and fabric pilling.

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

R
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U
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R

WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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50FIFTY 2.0 ROUND NECK MS 
57371

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. Featuring a 
two-layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the inner 
layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the outer layer 
absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation. No distracting 
badges

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. 
Inside: 100 % Polyester

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL, XXL  

50FIFTY 2.0 PANT MS 
67361

Tights for men in Merino wool. Featuring a two-layer jaquard knit in polyester 
and wool. The combination allows the inner layer of polyester to transport 
moisture away from body, while the outer layer absorbs the moisture and 
distributes it for warmth and insulation. No distracting badges

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort  
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. Inside: 100 % 
Polyester

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL, XXL 

50FIFTY 2.0 TURTLE NECK W/ZIP MS 
57391

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. Featuring a 
two-layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the inner 
layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the outer layer 
absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation. YKK zipper. 
No distracting badges

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL:  Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. 
Inside: 100 % Polyester
SIZES:  S, M, L, XL, XXL  

20702 – Dusky Green/Charcoal Melange
10074 – Black/Black
11727 – Granite/Charcoal Melange
69710 – North Sea/Charcoal Melange

20702 – Dusky Green/Charcoal Melange
10074 – Black/Black
11727 – Granite/Charcoal Melange
69710 – North Sea/Charcoal Melange

10074 – Black/Black
11727 – Granite/Charcoal Melange
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50FIFTY 2.0 ROUND NECK WS 
58376

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. Featuring 
a two-layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the 
inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the ou-
ter layer absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation.

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No distracting badges 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL:  Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. 
Inside: 100 % Polyester

SIZES:  XS, S, M, L, XL
11723 – Granite Mix
80813 – Heady Magenta/ Charcoal Melange
10074 – Black/Black
80708 – Mystical/Charcoal Melange

50FIFTY 2.0 TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
58396

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. Featuring 
a two-layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the 
inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the 
outer layer absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation.

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No distracting badges 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL:  Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. 
Inside: 100 % Polyester

SIZES:  XS, S, M, L, XL

11723 – Granite Mix
80813 – Heady Magenta/ Charcoal Melange
10074 – Black/Black
80708 – Mystical/Charcoal Melange

50FIFTY 2.0 PANT WS 
68366

Tights for women in Merino woo. Featuring a two-layer jaquard knit in 
polyester and wool. The combination allows the inner layer of polyester 
to transport moisture away from body, while the outer layer absorbs the 
moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation.

• Comfortable against skin 
• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No distracting badges 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 200g

MATERIAL: Outside: 80 % Merino wool/20 % Polyamide. Inside: 100 % 
Polyester

SIZES:  XS, S, M, L, XL

11723 – Granite Mix
80813 – Heady Magenta/ Charcoal Melange
10074 – Black/Black
80708 – Mystical/Charcoal Melange
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MERINO NET 
Ulvang Merino Net is a lightweight, merino-mesh quality, suitable as first layer 
during hot days or under several layers in cooler conditions. Mesh/air pockets 
offers exceptional breathability and moisture transfer. Suitable for slow pace 
activities as well as for more high intensity sports like trail running, XC skiing and 
rando skiing. 100% merino wool ensures optimal odor control. A must have 
piece for active users.

MEDIUM
200-220G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

R
EG

U
LA

R

WEIGHT: 185/200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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MERINO NET RN MS 
57531

A lightweight, merino-mesh base layer. Mesh/air pockets offers exceptional 
breathability and moisture transfer. Suitable for slow pace acitivites as well as for 
more high intensity sports. 100% merino wool ensures optimal odor control.  A 
must have piece for active users. Merino net long sleeve with unique moisture 
transport and isolation. 

• Airpockets for warmth and effecient evaporation.
• Ideal for varying activity levels 
• For best isolation and breathability.  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

MERINO NET 3/4 PANT MS 
67441

A lightweight, merino-mesh base layer. Mesh/air pockets offers exceptional 
breathability and moisture transfer. Suitable for slow pace acitivites as well as for 
more high intensity sports. 100% merino wool ensures optimal odor control.  A 
must have piece for active users. Merino net 3/4 bodywear with unique moisture 
transport and isolation.

• Airpockets for warmth and effecient evaporation.
• Ideal for varying activity levels 
• For best isolation and breathability.  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10815 - Black/Granite10815 - Black/Granite

MERINO NET SCARF  
49681

Ulvang Merino Net scarf is made of 100% Merino mesh material. Can be used for 
many different outdoor activities. Ideal for all outdoor activities or as an extra scarf 
in the bag on cold days. Lightweight, dries very quickly and insulates even if it is a 
little damp. Can also be used as bandana or headband.

• Soft and functional scarf made of 100% Merino mesh 
• Ideal for most outdoor activities  
• A “must have” for all outdoor enthusiasts  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: OS

10815 - Black/Granite

MERINO NET SLEEVELESS   
67521

Merino Net Sleeveless Ms is a lightweight Merino wool and wool mesh sleeveless 
shirt. The air pockets offers exceptional breathability and moisture transfer. Merino 
Net is perfect underneath a heavier wool layer, like Ulvang Thermo on cold days 
and expeditions. In the summer the Merino Net can be used on it’s own. Naturally 
odor inhibiting.

• Airpockets for warmth and effecient evaporation.
• Ideal for varying activity levels 
• For best isolation and breathability.  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

10815 - Black/Granite
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MERINO NET RN WS 
58536

A lightweight, merino-mesh base layer. Mesh/air pockets offers 
exceptional breathability and moisture transfer. Suitable for slow pace 
acitivites as well as for more high intensity sports. 100% merino wool 
ensures optimal odor control.  A must have piece for active users. 
Merino net long sleeve with unique moisture transport and isolation. 

• Airpockets for warmth and effecient evaporation.
• Ideal for varying activity levels 
• For best isolation and breathability.  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g / 200g

MATERIAL:  100% Merino Wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

MERINO NET 3/4 PANT WS 
68486

A lightweight, merino-mesh base layer. Mesh/air pockets offers 
exceptional breathability and moisture transfer. Suitable for slow 
pace acitivites as well as for more high intensity sports. 100% merino 
wool ensures optimal odor control.  A must have piece for active 
users. Merino net 3/4 bodywear with unique moisture transport and 
isolation.

• Airpockets for warmth and effecient evaporation.
• Ideal for varying activity levels 
• For best isolation and breathability.  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g / 200g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL 10815 - Black/Granite

10815 - Black/Granite
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EXTREME
MERINO NET

WARM
230-250G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL

Extreme Merino Net is Ulvang’ s warmest quality, designed for expeditions with 
high demands on insulation and comfort.  Extreme Merino is made up of 2 
layers which together give a unique effect. The inner layer consists of a 100% 
Merino mesh, the outer layer consists of 100% Merino. The mesh pockets also 
isolate and transport sweat away from the body. Tested on several expeditions 
in tough conditions. 

R
EG

U
LA

R

WEIGHT: 185/240 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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EXTREME MERINO NET W/HOOD MS 
57621

Extreme Merino Net w/hood Ms is a hooded shirt in two-layered Merino wool. 
Extreme Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and cold climates 
where warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme Merino Net consists 
of an inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool. The air 
pockets in the inner layer isolates and transports sweat from the skin. If you’re 
looking for a base layer that can handle the most extreme environments and 
adventures, look no further!

• Ulvang’s warmest 2-layer underwear series, in 100% Merino.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates
• Inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool.

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  
COLOR: 
75000 - New Navy

EXTREME MERINO NET PANT MS
67511

Extreme Merino Net Pant Ms is a pair of long johns in two-layered Merino wool. 
Extreme Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and cold climates 
where warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme Merino Net consists 
of an inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool. The air 
pockets in the inner layer isolates and transports sweat from the skin. If you’re 
looking for a base layer that can handle the most extreme environments and 
adventures, look no further!

• Ulvang’s warmest 2-layer underwear series, in 100% Merino.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates
• Inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool.

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

EXTREME MERINO NET HEADOVER
49671

Extreme Merino Net Headover is a multi-purpose headover in two-layered Merino 
wool. Arctic Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and cold 
climates where warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme Merino Net 
consists of an inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool. 
The air pockets in the inner layer isolates and transports sweat from the skin. A 
must have in any adventurers back pack!  

• 2-layer wool neck that can be folded double• 1/2 part Mesh and 1/2 part ribbon.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: OS

COLOR: 
75000 - New Navy

COLOR: 
75000 - New Navy
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EXTREME  MERINO NET PANT WS
68506

Extreme Merino Net Pant Ws is a pair of long johns in two-layered Merino 
wool. Extreme Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and 
cold climates where warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme 
Merino Net consists of an inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer 
in 100% Merino wool. The air pockets in the inner layer isolates and 
transports sweat from the skin. If you’re looking for a base layer that can 
handle the most extreme environments and adventures, look no further!

• Ulvang’s warmest 2-layer underwear series, in 100% Merino.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates
• Inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino 

wool.

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
80705 - Mystical 

EXTREME MERINO NET W/HOOD WS 
58576

Extreme Merino Net w/hood Ws is a hooded shirt in two-layered Merino wool. 
Extreme Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and cold clima-
tes where warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme Merino Net 
consists of an inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino 
wool. The air pockets in the inner layer isolates and transports sweat from 
the skin. If you’re looking for a base layer that can handle the most extreme 
environments and adventures, look no further!

• Ulvang’s warmest 2-layer underwear series, in 100% Merino.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates
• Inner layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino 

wool.

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

COLOR: 
80705 - Mystical 
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Thermo is a warm bodywear range for hiking and expeditions in extra 

low temperatures. The range is made using an interlock design that en-

sures good moisture transport and added thermal insulation. Underarm 

mesh sections provide optimal moisture transport as the activity level 

increases. An extremely warm and comfortable garment that can be 

worn direct against the skin or as the second layer on cold days. 

The Thermo range has been treated so that the garment is machine 

 washable at 40 degrees. Only the longest and thinnest Merino wool 

fibers are used, creating a fabric that minimizes itch and fabric pilling.

THERMO

R
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U
LA

R

WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 18,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: LITHUANIA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA

WARM
230-250G

FINE MERINO 
WOOL
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THERMO ROUND NECK MS 
57231

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. The fabric 
features an interlock construction that provides good moisture transport 
and additional thermal insulation. Underarm mesh sections ensure optimal 
moisture transport when the activity level increases. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Mesh: 84 % Merino 
wool/10 % Lycra/6 % Polyamide

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL, XXL  

THERMO PANT MS 
68231

Tights for men in Merino wool. The fabric features an interlock constructi-
on that provides good moisture transport and additional thermal insulation. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL, XXL  

THERMO TURTLE NECK W/ZIP MS 
57241

Top for men in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. The fabric 
features an interlock construction that provides good moisture transport 
and additional thermal insulation. Underarm mesh sections ensure optimal 
moisture transport when the activity level increases. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Mesh: 84 % Merino 
wool/10 % Lycra/6 % Polyamide

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL, XXL  

10000 – Black

10000 – Black

best in test

no.9.15

10000 – Black
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THERMO ROUND NECK WS 
58236

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and round neck. The 
fabric features an interlock construction that provides good moisture trans-
port and additional thermal insulation. Underarm mesh sections ensure 
optimal moisture transport when the activity level increases. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Mesh: 84 % Merino 
wool/10 % Lycra/6 % Polyamide

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

10000 – Black

THERMO TURTLE NECK W/ZIP WS 
58246

Top for women in Merino wool with long sleeves and high neck. The fabric 
features an interlock construction that provides good moisture transport 
and additional thermal insulation. Underarm mesh sections ensure optimal 
moisture transport when the activity level increases. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark Blend certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Mesh: 84 % Merino 
wool/10 % Lycra/6 % Polyamide

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

10000 – Black

best in test

no.9.15

THERMO PANT WS 
67236

Tights for women in Merino wool. The fabric features an interlock 
construction that provides good moisture transport and additional thermal 
insulation. 

• Flat seems for added comfort 
• No annoying fabric tags 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Woolmark certified 
• Micron: 19,5 / 250g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino wool

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL  

10000 – Black
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A head without a hat acts like a pipe that much of 
your body heat will disappear through. When your 
body temperature falls, the blood supply to your 
arms, legs and feet is reduced to keep your head 
and vital internal organs well-supplied with blood and 
warm. If your feet are cold, put on a warm wool hat.       

Layer upon layer applies to your whole body, includ-
ing your hands. That is why Ulvang make mittens 
and gloves in 100 % wool for optimal insulation and 
warmth. With the exception of hammerfest mittens, 
all our mittens and gloves can be machine-washed 
at 40°C. We also have Hammerfest wind mittens to 
wear over Hammerfest mittens.

HATS & 
MITTENS
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RAV HAT 
49351 

Ulvang Rav Hat is the classic rib-knit hat. Fashionable hat in the same quality as 
out bestselling Rav Sweater. Fold the cuff up or down. 

• 100% wool in a rib knit For outdoor or everyday wear 
• Timeless design suits everyone 
• Wool wash at 30´C
• Oeko-Tex certified

MATERIAL: 100 % Wool

SIZES:  56, 58, 60 

69500 - Mosaic Blue
10000 - Black
11100 - Charcoal Melange
11200 - Grey Melange
20400 - Tea Green
74600 - Navy Melange
80710 - Beetroot
00200 - Vanilla

10000 - Black
80710 - Beetroot
11200 - Grey Melange

10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
94404 - Rhododendron/Vanilla
69521 - Mosaic Blue/Vanilla

10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
94403 - Rhododendron/Vanilla/Beetroot
69520 - Mosaic Blue/Vanilla/Cherry Tomato 

RAV MITTEN 
45021

Stylish mittens in 100% wool. Suitable for everyday use, but also in combination with a 
wind mitten. Retains heat even if it gets wet. The more you use it, the more comfortable 
it becomes. 

• 100% wool    
• Rib knitting    
• Machine washable at 40 degrees wool program
• Oeko-Tex Certified

MATERIAL: 100 % Wool

SIZES:  S/M, L/XL

RAV KIBY HAT 
49611

Ulvang Kiby Hat is the classic rib-knit hat with traditional jaquard pattern. Fash-
ionable hat in the same quality as out bestselling Rav limited sweater.  100% wool 
hat with a giving shape and traditional Norwegian design.  

• For outdoor or everyday use 
• Traditional design with a modern twist
• Oeko tex certified

MATERIAL: 100% Wool
SIZE: 56, 58, 60

RAV KIBY MITTEN 
45031

Ulvang Rav Kiby  mitten. A full lining mitten in 100% wool with a traditional 
jaquard pattern.  Warm and cosy mitten with with a Scandinavian design. 

• Lifestyle mitten for colder days. 
• Traditional design with a modern twist

MATERIAL: 100% Wool
SIZE: S/M, L/XL
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RAV KIBY GIFT SET WS 
45051

Ulvang Rav Kiby mitten and hat giftset. A full lining mittens and hat in 100% 
wool with a traditional jaquard pattern.  Warm and cosy with with a Scandinavian 
design.  Lifestyle wool for colder days. For you that seek a fashionalble and warm 
alternative. 

MATERIAL: 100% Wool 
SIZE: S/M, L/XL

VEGARD HAT 
49561

Ulvang Vegard Hat is made of 100% Norwegian wool from Dalasau and Rygjasau. 
The wool is sourced from healthy Norwegian sheep that spend summer and early 
fall in the Norwegian nature – fresh, pure environment. Thick, classic wool cap 
than warms you even in the coldest temperatures. 

When you choose Ulvang’s Norwegian wool, you’re supporting sustainable produ-
ction in a local value chain with a reduced environmental footprint.

COMPOSITION: 100% Norwegian Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60  

01501 – Nature Melange
11100 – Charcoal Melange

BUGØYNES HAT 
49111

Our bestseller for 20 years! Bugøynes has many Norwegian fans, from Lindesnes in the 
south to Knivskjellodden in the north. Bugøynes outer is knit in 100% merino wool with 
soft polyester pile inside. It’s a little more loose-fitting, with ear flaps, ties and visor. You 
can use it for pretty much everything. Shovel snow, walk the dog, ride a snowmobile or, 
like Vegard Ulvang: To the South Pole!

• A warm hat with merino wool on the outside
• Polyester pile on the inside
• Can be washed at 40ºC on the wool cycle
• Woolmark certified
 
MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Lining: 100 % polyester pile

SIZES:  56, 58, 60

 

10000 – Black
11100 – Charcoal Melange

SØRVÆR WINDPROOF HAT 
49721

A practical wool hat for hunting and outdoor activities. Windproof lining and soft fleece 
edge on the inside. 

• Soft fleece edge on the inside
• Windproof  lining around ears
• Temperatur regulating
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified
 
MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. 
Lining: 100 % Windproof polyester fleece at hem

SIZES:  56, 58, 60
 

94403 - Rhododendron/Vanilla/Beetroot

11200 - Grey melange
20701 - Dusky Green
10000 - Black
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LINER GLOVE 
45041

Ulvang Liner Glove is a basic Merino wool glove with a wide area of use. Can 
be used alone or under another glvoe on colder days. Should always be with 
you when you’re outdoors. Merino Wool blended with syntetic fibers for optimal 
stretch, durability and comfort.    

• Liner glover in Merino Wool  
• Versatile garment that can be used on its own or as a inner layer  
• Lightweight comfort with ergonomical fit. 

MATERIAL:   85% Merino Wool, 15% Polyester,  
SIZE: S/M, L/XL

SAGEN HAT 
49751

Classic brioche knitted hat, in 100% merino wool. Soft fleece edge on the inside ensures 
extra insulation around the ears. 

• Brioche knit
• Soft fleece edge on the inside
• Temperatur regulating
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Lining: 100 % Polyester 
SIZES:  56, 58, 60

RONDANE HAT 
49741

Ulvang Rib Hat is a 100% Merino hat with a classic design. An allround hat suitable for 
hunters as well as for you with an urban lifestyle.  Fold the cuff up or down, it’s up to 
you!

• A classic 100% merino wool hat with and long lasting design. 
• For outdoor or everyday use
• For anyone who wants a naturally breathable,  soft and warm hat for any occasion 
outdoors. 

MATERIAL: 100 % Merino wool. 
SIZES:  56, 58, 60

NESHEIM HEADBAND 
49761

Generous headband, in 70 g merino wool. Approx. 12 cm width for extra protection 
from the wind and cold. A soft fleece lining on the inside provides extra protection from 
the wind and comfort for brow, ears and the nape of the neck. A commercial style that 
retains its shape well. 

• Soft fleece lining on the inside
• Fitted knit
• Can be washed at 40ºC on the wool cycle
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL:  Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Lining: 100 % Polyester 

SIZES:  56, 58

00200 – Vanilla
94401 – Rhododendron
10000 – Black 10000 – Black

00200 - Vanilla
11200 - Grey melange
10000 - Black
94401 - Rhododendron

11200 - Grey melange
20701 - Dusky Green
58650 - High visibility Orange
75000 - New Navy
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HAMMERFEST WIND MITTEN 
48112

Outer mitten with windproof and water-repellent properties. Reinforced palm and width 
adjustment at wrist. Use Hammerfest mitten as the inner-layer and the Hammerfest wind 
mitten as the outer, windproof layer.

• Windproof and water-repellent
• Width adjustment at wrist
• Reinforced palm

MATERIAL: 100 % Oxford Nylon

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL  

10000 – Black

HAMMERFEST MITTEN 
48104

Incredibly warm! Felted mittens for adults – perfect for those extra cold days. The Ham-
merfest mitten was part of the equipment package for the South Pole Expedition 2011, 
with explorers such as Vegard Ulvang.

• Merino wool
• Extra warmth
• Felted wool

MATERIAL: 100 % boiled Wool

SIZES:  S, M, L, XL  

00200 – Vanilla
1110X – Charcoal Melange
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KONGSBERG CLASSIC HAT 
49601

Ulvang Kongsberg Classic hat is a Merino wool hat with a basic one color 
design. Suitable for an urban lifestyle, when you’re out hiking or out skiing. 
Made of a soft and light Merino wool blend for optimal comfort and dura-
bility. Can be worn folded or unfolded for a more relaxed look.  A classic 
merino wool hat with a  traditional and timeless design.  

• Soft and light Merino wool blend hat
• Suitable for an urban lifestyle, or when hiking or skiing
• Clean and classical design
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  80% Wool, 20% Polyamide

SIZES: 56, 58, 60
00200 – Vanilla
10104 - Light Grey Melange
11100 - Charcoal Melange
74603 - Dark Navy Melange

74603 - Dark Navy Melange

KONGSBERG CLASSIC HAT  - 
GIFT BOX 
49631

Ulvang Kongsberg Classic hat is a Merino wool hat with a basic one color 
design. Suitable for an urban lifestyle, when you’re out hiking or out 
skiing.  Made of a soft and light Merino wool blend for optimal comfort 
and durability. Can be worn folded or unfolded for a more relaxed look.  A 
classic merino wool hat with a  traditional and timeless design.  Suitable 
for an urban lifestyle, when you’re out hiking or skiing.  Clean and classical 
design makes it suitable for everyone Woolmark Blend certified

• Soft and light Merino wool blend hat
• Suitable for an urban lifestyle, or when hiking or skiing
• Clean and classical design
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 80% Wool, 20% Polyamide

SIZES: 56, 58, 60

KONGSBERG HAT 
49621

Ulvang Kongsberg hat is a Merino wool hat with a basic one color design. 
Suitable for an urban lifestyle, when you’re out hiking or out skiing.  Made 
of a soft and light Merino wool blend for optimal comfort and durability. 
Can be worn folded or unfolded for a more relaxed look.  A classic merino 
wool hat with a  traditional and timeless design.  Suitable for an urban 
lifestyle, when you’re out hiking or skiing.  Clean and classical design 
makes it suitable for everyone Woolmark Blend certified

• Soft and light Merino wool blend hat
• Suitable for an urban lifestyle, or when hiking or skiing
• Clean and classical design
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  80% Wool, 20% Polyamide

SIZES: 56, 58, 60

11100 - Charcoal Melange
74603 - Dark Navy Melange
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W12

W12

RIM LIGHT HAT 
49371

Double, but incredibly thin and comfortable hat in Merino wool. Classic, sporty model 
suitable for everyone. Despite the thinness, this hat insulates well. The air between the 
two layers serves as an extra thermal layer. Printet Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Double layer, but still thin
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Available in children’s size     
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL:  100 % Merino Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 

73215 - Princess Blue
10000 - Black
11700 - Granite
80710 - Beetroot 
11200 - Grey melange

10000 - Black
73215 - Princess Blue
80710 - Beetroot

RIM LIGHT BALAKLAVA 
49211

Thin and comfortable Balaklava in finely knitted merino wool. Well-suited alone, 
under helmet or under thick hat. Insulates and regulates temperature around head, 
chin and neck. 

• Form-fit design
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program   
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL: 100 % Merino Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 

RIM LIGHT HEADBAND  
49381

Finely knitted wool headband. May also be used as neck warmer or folded to make a 
narrower headband if needed. Perfect for trips in unstable weather or for everyday use. 
Printed Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Multi-use model
• Heigth approx 10 cm
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program   
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL:  100 % Merino Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 

10000 – Black
73215 - Princess Blue
80710 – Beetroot
11200 - Grey melange

10000 – Black

RIM LIGHT HEADOVER 
49701

Volume item! Headover, in 100 % merino wool. Light single jersey to ensure long-
term comfort. Simple Ulvang logo at hem. Robust exposure for display and as a 
hanger. Sure to be a winner for Christmas!

• 100% Merino wool
• Temperature regulating
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL: 100 % Merino wool 

SIZES: OS 
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MOA HAT 
49776

Moa hat is the signature hat of our ambassador Monica “Moa” 
Hundseid. It’s a rugged, classic hat inspired by her adventures. 100% 
Norwegian wool.

• Expedition inspired hat in 100% Norwegian wool
• 100% wool from Norwegian high quality sheep

MATERIAL:  100% Norwegian wool
SIZE: 56, 58

GJENDE HAT 
49711

Gjende Hat is the classic rib-knit hat with 100% soft Merino Wool. 
Rib knitted edge for optimal fit. Timeless for everyday and outdoor 
use with good fit.

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: 56, 58, 60

LILLEHAMMER HAT 
49731

Lillehammer Hat is one of Ulvang’s most popular hats with 100% 
Merino. NOR flag in front and Ulvang logo’s on both sides.  A versatile 
hat with good temperature control capabilities and giving fit. 

• Ulvang’s traditional hat with 100% Merino 
• For outdoor or everyday use  
• Premium 100% merino  

MATERIAL: 100% merino wool, Lining: 100% Polyester
SIZE: 53, 56, 58

01503 - Nature Melange/Sweet Pink 

00200 – Vanilla
11100 - Charcoal Melange
10000 - Black

00226 - Vanilla/New Navy
11212 - Grey Melange/Vanilla
75016 - New Navy/Grey Melange
80814 - Heady Magenta/Grey Melange
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RIM HEADOVER 
49011

Volume item! Headover, in 100 % merino wool. Light single jersey to 
ensure long-term comfort. Simple Ulvang logo at hem. Robust exposure 
for display and as a hanger. Sure to be a winner for Christmas!

• 100% Merino wool
• Temperature regulating
• 110 gm2 single jersey
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL:  100 % Merino wool 

SIZES: OS 

HOLMENKOLLEN HAT 
49771

Holmenkollen Hat is a reversible 100% Merino hat. Flag design on one 
side and sporty logo design on the other side. Soft hat for a versatile use 
with good temperature control capabilities and giving fit.

• Sporty and reversible hat in 100% Merino  
• Suitable for sports, outdoors and everyday use. 
• For a sporty user with a traditional style  
• Premium 100% Soft 100% merino 

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool 

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 

21000 - Steel Melange
10000 - Black
80710 - Beetroot

11253 - Grey Melange/NOR
75225 - New Navy/NOR

RAV 100% NECK 
49581

Ulvang Rav 100% Headover is a soft tube scarf in merino wool. Po-
pular with small children and for kids who play sports on colder days. 
Wool in a 1x1 rib knit ensures good insulation and warmth.

• Headover i 100% merino wool
• Excellent when braving the elements
• Recommended for all!
• Woolmark certified

MATERIAL:  100% Merino Wool

SIZES: OS  

10816 - Black/Granite/High Rise
80729 - Beetroot/Granite/Coral Rose
69512 - Mosaic Blue/Granite/Coral Rose
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W12

W12

W12

W12

ULVANG LOGO CAPS 
49005

Ulvang Logo cap in wool. Classic baseball design with hook-and-loop tab fastener 
at back. The perfect cap in changing weather. Keeps you warm and dry even in 
slightly damp conditions. Signature Ulvang logo at front. Wool Cap The perfect 
thing in changing weather. For outdoor people who want comfortable headgear. 
Good ergonomic fitting 

MATERIAL: 61% wool, 31% rayon, 5% polyester, 3% nylon

SIZES: OS

69605 - Stellar
11257 – Dark Grey Melange/Granite
98500 - Sweet Pink

ULVANG VISOR 
49291

Ulvang visor in wool  with hook-and-loop tab fastener at back. The perfect cap 
in changing weather. Keeps you warm and dry even in slightly damp conditions. 
Signature Ulvang logo at front. Wool Cap The perfect thing in changing weather. 
For outdoor people who want comfortable headgear. Good ergonomic fitting 

MATERIAL:  61% wool, 31% rayon, 5% polyester, 3% nylon

SIZES: OS

69605 - Stellar
11257 – Dark Grey Melange/Granite
98500 - Sweet Pink

EXTREME MERINO NET HEADOVER
49671

Extreme Merino Net Headover is a multi-purpose headover in two-layered Merino wool. 
Arctic Net is our warmest series, developed for expeditions and cold climates where 
warmth and isolation are highly sought after. Extreme Merino Net consists of an inner 
layer Merino mesh and an outer layer in 100% Merino wool. The air pockets in the inner 
layer isolates and transports sweat from the skin. A must have in any adventurers back 
pack!  

• 2-layer wool neck that can be folded double• 1/2 part Mesh and 1/2 part ribbon.
• Developed for expeditions and cold climates

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool  

SIZES: OS

75000 - New Navy

MERINO NET SCARF  
49681

Ulvang Merino Net scarf is made of 100% Merino mesh material. Can be used for 
many different outdoor activities. Ideal for all outdoor activities or as an extra scarf 
in the bag on cold days. Lightweight, dries very quickly and insulates even if it is a 
little damp. Can also be used as bandana or headband.

• Soft and functional scarf made of 100% Merino mesh 
• Ideal for most outdoor activities  
• A “must have” for all outdoor enthusiasts  
• Woolmark certified
• Micron: 19,5 / 180g

MATERIAL: 100% Merino Wool
SIZE: OS

10815 - Black/Granite
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SOCKS

 
OUR WARRANTY

WHEN YOU’RE ON THE GO
 
Proper footwear and socks help ensure an enjoyable walking experience. A foot emits 
approx. 6 cl. liquid per day, and much more in connection with activities. Our advice 
is simple: change to dry and clean wool socks often. Moisture absorbing materials 
are recommended. Wool is in a class by itself, since wool can retain up to 30 % liquid 
without feeling clammy.  

Our socks are made of fine quality Merino wool that feels soft against the skin. The 
wool provides unique breathing and sweat-wicking properties to keep feet warm – 
even if they get wet. Merino wool is blended with other advanced materials that give 
the socks additional qualities as well. The socks are perfect for any activity and any 
area of use. 

The socks have been tested both in the laboratory and in the field. 

Not happy with your wool socks from Ulvang? Return to the store where you 
bought the socks to exchange them for a new pair. The guarantee is valid 

with receipt and within two years.
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ULTRA 
75101

Ulvang Ultra is a thin yet warm wool sock for everyday and sports wear. Ultra is 
soft and comfy, with reinforced toe and heel for long wear. This sock offers good 
temperature regulation and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock for 
any activity, winter or summer. Calf height.

• Thin yet warm merino wool sock
• Long-wearing sock for work, sports and outdoors
• The whole family’s favorite. Also available in kids’ sizes
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  60% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 4% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

ULTRA 3PK 
75201

Ulvang Ultra is a thin yet warm wool sock for everyday and sports wear. Ultra is 
soft and comfy, with reinforced toe and heel for long wear. This sock offers good 
temperature regulation and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock for 
any activity, winter or summer. Calf height.

• Thin yet warm merino wool sock
• Long-wearing sock for work, sports and outdoors
• The whole family’s favorite. Also available in kids’ sizes
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  60% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 4% Lycra

SIZE: 35-39, 40-45

SUPER  
75121

Ulvang Super is a medium-thick, high-tech merino wool sock with extra focus on 
fit, durability and comfort. Friction Free® sections at heel and under the ball of the 
foot to prevent blisters. With a high cuff section that reduces pressure around your 
ankle. Large mesh sections for good wicking. Size marked on sole. Dedicated right 
and left socks in pair. Ideal for both summer and winter use.

• A medium-thick, high-tech merino wool sock
• Ideal for all types of activities, summer or winter
• Perfect for those who prefer a high-tech sock with excellent fit.
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  50% Merino Wool, 42% Nylon, 4% Friction Free, 4% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

SPESIAL  
75111

Ulvang Spesial is a medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock. Regulates tem-
perature and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock for any activity, 
winter or summer. Merino wool is blended with high-tech fibers for improved 
durability and good fit. Terry in the sole for extra warmth and comfort. Perfect as a 
second-layer sock for cold days. Size marked on sole. Calf height.

• Medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock
• For everyday and outdoor, all year round
• For the whole family, available in kids’ sizes too
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:  60% Merino Wool, 38% Nylon, 2% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10000 - Black
11106 - Charcoal Melange/Black
11201 - Grey melange/Charcoal Melange
00205 - Vanilla/Charcoal Melange
11117 - Charcoal Melange/Beetroot Multistripe
11133 - Charcoal Melange/Black Multistripe

10000 - Black
80713 - Beetroot/Black 10000 - Black

10000 - Black
11200 - Grey Melange
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EVERYDAY NO SHOW SOCK 2PK 
75301

Ulvang Everyday no show sock 2pk, a technical “invisible” sock in a merino blend 
quality for extra durability. They’re great for everyday use, dry quickly, feels soft 
and retain shape well after wash.  Wool ensures perfect thermal insulation and 
temperature regulation. This sock is the one you should wear on warmer days.

• Lightweight no-show sock in merino wool
• Summer sock for work, sports and outdoors
• The right choice of sock for wearing wool on warmer days
• Uniqe temperature control and moisture transport

MATERIAL: 50% Merino wool, 45% Nylon, 5% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

10000 - Black
11201 - Grey Melange/Charcoal Melange

10000 - Black
11200 - Grey Melange

10000 - Black
11200 - Grey Melange

94405 - Rhododendron/Beetroot/Grey Melange
10048 - Black/Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange

EVERYDAY ANKLE SOCK 2PK 
75311

Ulvang Everyday ankle sock 2pk, a technical sock in a merino blend quality for 
extra durability. They’re great for everyday use, dry quickly, feels soft and retain 
shape well after wash.  Wool ensures perfect thermal insulation and temperature 
regulation. This sock is the one you should wear on warmer days.

• Lightweight no-show sock in merino wool
• Summer sock for work, sports and outdoors
• The right choice of sock for wearing wool on warmer days
• Uniqe temperature control and moisture transport

MATERIAL:  52% Merino wool, 45% Nylon, 3% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

EVERYDAY LIGHT 
75321 

 
Ulvang Everyday Light sock, a technical sock in a merino blend quality for extra 
durability. They’re great for everyday use, dry quickly, feels soft and retain shape 
well after wash.  Wool ensures perfect thermal insulation and temperature regula-
tion. This sock is the one you should wear on warmer days.

• Lightweight no-show sock in merino wool
• Summer sock for work, sports and outdoors
• The right choice of sock for wearing wool on warmer days
• Uniqe temperature control and moisture transport

MATERIAL: 52% Merino wool, 45% Nylon, 3% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

AKTIV  
75131

Ulvang Active is a warm merino wool sock. Toe and heel are reinforced for dura-
bility. The cuff is higher to ensure better fit and that the sock stays in place during 
use. Extra mesh at ankle for better wicking. Active is a thick, extra-warm terry 
sock in merino wool for everyday and sports use. Perfect as a second-layer sock 
on extra-cold days. Size marked on sole. Also available in kids’ sizes.

• Warm, thick merino wool sock
• Ideal for colder days.
• Ideal for every member of the family.
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 66% Merino Wool, 30% Nylon, 4%Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48
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NIKKERS 
75141

Ulvang Nikkers is a classic knicker sock that extends well above the knee. A blend 
of wool and technical fibers makes this sock more durable and provides better fit. 
Attractive knit pattern. Knee-high. Nikkers are also available in kids’ sizes.

• Classic knicker sock
• For skiing or for parties
• For fans of the traditional, original knicker sock
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

COMPOSITION: 70% Wool, 30% Nylon

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48 

RAGGSOKK 
75091

Ulvang Raggsokk is an ankle-high “hand-knitted” wool sock that looks like grand-
ma’s handiwork. Chunky-knit, in warm Norwegian wool in traditional colors. Use 
them indoors or in hiking boots and rain boots. Classic Christmas gift. Technical 
wool blend for longer wear.

• A “homemade” wool sock     
• Use them indoors or in hiking boots and rain boots.   
• Classic Christmas gift.     
• Norwegian Wool

COMPOSITION: 95% New Norwegian Wool, 5% Nylon

SIZE: 36-40, 41-46 

01501 - Nature Melange00500 - Natur
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01501 - Nature Melange

RAGGSOKK GIFT KIT 
75077

Ulvang Raggsokk is an ankle-high “hand-knitted” wool sock that looks like grand-
ma’s handiwork. Chunky-knit, in warm Norwegian wool in traditional colors. Use 
them indoors or in hiking boots and rain boots. Classic Christmas gift. Technical 
wool blend for longer wear.

• A “homemade” wool sock     
• Use them indoors or in hiking boots and rain boots.   
• Classic Christmas gift.     
• Norwegian Wool

MATERIAL: 95% New Norwegian Wool, 5% Nylon

SIZE: 36-40, 41-46 

TRAIL LIGHT 
75081

Ulvang Trail Light is a thin, ankle-high summer sock. Ideal for use in low-rise 
shoes and hiking boots. Made with merino wool and bamboo viscose, which 
is a natural temperature regulator with a cooling effect on warmer days. It’s 
excellent for temperature regulation and moisture wicking.

• Thin, ankle-high summer sock.
• For work, sports and outdoors
• The right sock for those who like wearing wool year-round, even in summer
• Excellent temperature regulation

MATERIAL: 22% Merino Wool, 55% Nylon, 22% Bamboo viscose, 1% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10813 - Black/High Rise
11107 - Charcoal Melange/Skydiver

LINER 
75151

Ulvang Liner is a thin merino wool sock specially developed as a liner to be worn 
under another sock. The 2-sock system reduces the risk of blisters and also 
provides extra insulation. The Liner is soft and comfy, with Friction Free reinforced 
toe and heel for long wear. Regulates temperature and wicks away moisture. This 
makes it the right sock for any activity, winter or summer. Calf height.

• For use as a base layer under warmer socks in hiking boots
• For hiking and skiing all year round
• Perfect for those who want ultimate foot comfort
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 58% Merino Wool, 34% nylon, 2% Friction Free, 6% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10000 - Black

TRAIL 
75071

Ulvang Trail is a medium-thick, high-tech merino wool sock with excellent fit, 
durability and comfort. Friction Free® sections at heel and under the ball of the 
foot to prevent blisters. With a high cuff section that reduces pressure around your 
ankle. Large mesh sections for good wicking and insulation. Size marked on sole. 

• High-tech merino wool sock with excellent fit, durability and comfort.
• Ideal for both summer and winter use.
• For the customer who demands superior quality
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 55% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 3% Friction Free, 6% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

11106 - Charcoal Melang/Black
11213 - Grey Melange/Skydiver
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OUTDOOR 2PK 
74951

Ulvang Outdoor 2-pack is the perfect combination for hiking boots. In this 2-pack you 
get 1 pair of Super socks and 1 pair of Liner socks. Super is a medium-thick wool sock 
with extra focus on fit, durability and comfort. With a high cuff section that reduces 
pressure around your ankle. Combine Mountain with the Liner sock and you have the 
ultimate in warmth and comfort.

• A 2-pack with a pair of thin and a pair of medium-thick merino wool socks.
• The perfect combination for hiking boots
• 2-pack for hiking boots; these socks can also be used separately.
•Techincal fibers for maximum durability

MATERIAL: Liner: 58% Merinoull, 34% Nylon, 2% Friction Free, 6% Lycra. 
Super: 50% Merinoull, 42 % Nylon, 4% Friction Free, 4% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange

HIKING 
75171

Ulvang Hiking is an extra-high merino wool sock designed for hiking activities. 
Hiking has extra terry panels at critical points. Extra ventilation channels ensure 
good temperature regulation and drier socks, even during the longest of expe-
ditions. Friction Free heel and toe sections provide a durable sock and prevent 
blisters. Merino wool and technical fiber. Size marked on sole. Dedicated right and 
left in pair.

• Merino wool sock with terry panels
• Ulvang Hiking is designed for hiking activities.
• Developed for maximum comfort when hiking and mountaineering
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:: 56% Merino Wool, 34% Nylon, 3% Friction Free, 7% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

11106 - Charcoal Melang/Black
11233 - Grey Melange/Beetroot

MOUNTAIN  
75061

Ulvang Mountain is a part-terry sock designed for use with taller hiking boots. 
Mesh panels are strategically located under toes and on ankles. Friction Free® 
sections at heel and toe to prevent blisters. Elastic knitted into the fabric at ankle 
and over foot to ensure a good fit when in use. Merino wool blended with techni-
cal fibers. Size marked on sole. Dedicated right and left in pair.

• High merino wool sock for hiking boots
• Ideal for hiking with taller hiking boots
• Developed for maximum comfort when hiking and mountaineering
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 56% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 2% Friction Free, 6% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48 

HIKING EXTREME 
75331

Ulvang Hiking Extreme is a heavy knit full terry merino wool sock designed for ex-
tensive hiking activities. Climayarn from Schoeller provides exceptional moisture 
transport, even during the longest of expeditions. Size marked on sole. Dedicated 
right and left in pair. Ankle and footbrace.  

• Rigid full terry merino wool hiking sock
• Ulvang Hiking is designed for hiking activities. 
• Developed for maximum comfort when hiking and mountaineering
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 47 % Merino wool, 31% Polypropylene, 18 % Nylon, 4 % Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48 

11106 - Charcoal Melang/Black
11233 - Grey Melange/Beetroot10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
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EXPEDITION  
75051

Ulvang Expedition is Ulvang’s warmest wool sock. This sock is for use on expedi-
tions or for those who need a long-wearing, thick sock for hiking or heavy outdoor 
use. Suitable for calf-high boots. Terry inside for superior thermal insulation. This 
is a bear of a sock!

• Ulvang’s warmest wool sock
• Expedition sock for cold days
• This sock is for use on expeditions or for those who need a long-wearing, thick 
sock for hiking or heavy outdoor use.
• Terry inside for optimal insulation

MATERIAL: 68% ull, 32% Nylon

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10814 - Black Melange

HUNTING  
75191

Ulvang Hunting is an extra-high merino wool sock designed for tall hunting and hi-
king boots. Jakt has extra terry panels at critical points. Extra ventilation channels 
ensure good temperature regulation and drier socks, even during the longest of 
expeditions. High cuff section to reduce pressure around the leg. Size marked on 
sole. Dedicated right and left socks in pair.

• Extra-high merino wool sock
• For outdoor activities and hunting.
• Great for use with tall boots.
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL:64% Merino Wool, 34% Nylon, 2%Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48 

20400 - Tea Green

OUTDOOR WARM 2PK 
75251

Ulvang Outdoor Warm 2-pack is the perfect combination for hiking boots. In this 
2-pack you get 1 pair of Mountain socks and 1 pair of Liner socks. Mountain is 
a thick wool sock with extra focus on fit, durability and comfort. With a high cuff 
section that reduces pressure around your ankle. Combine Mountain with the 
Liner sock and you have the ultimate in warmth and comfort.

• A 2-pack with a pair of thin and a pair of thicker merino wool socks.
• The perfect combination for hiking boots
• Techincal fibers for maximum durability

MATERIAL: Mountain: 56% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 2% Friction Free, 6% 
Lycra / Liner: 58% Merino Wool, 34% Nylon, 2% Friction Free, 6% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

10005 - Black Charcoal Melange

TRAINING LIGHT  
75041

Ulvang Training Light is a thin, high-tech sports sock designed for use with low-ri-
se shoes. The best sock for running and cycling. Mesh panels provide superb fit 
and good ventilation.

• Thin, high-tech ankle sock in merino wool for summer use
• Excellent for running and cycling in summer.
• For active people who demand comfort for hot summer days
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 46% Merino Wool, 48% Nylon, 6% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

10000 - Black
73210 - Skydiver/Granite
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TRAINING 
75031

Ulvang Training is a high-tech sports sock designed for use with low-rise shoes. 
Excellent for running and cycling. Activities like these demand good foot contact 
with the surface beneath. Training has Friction Free® in the toe and heel sections 
to prevent blisters. It also boasts extra ventilation channels to keep you dry during 
high-intensity training. Size marked on sole. Dedicated right and left socks in pair.

• High-tech sports sock designed for use with low-rise shoes.
• Excellent for running and cycling
• For active people who need good foot-to-surface contact.
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 41% Merino Wool, 21% Polypropylene, 30% Nylon, 4% Friction 
Free, 4% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

TRAINING CALF SLEEVE 
79111

Ulvang Training Calf Sleeve is a legwarmer in merino wool that insulates and pro-
tects. Designed for running in terrain or on trails and in mountain areas. Seamless 
and ergonomically designed. Developed for runners who like terrain, but also 
recommended for mountain bikers.

• Legwarmer in merino wool that insulates and protects.
• Designed for running in terrain or on trails and in mountain areas.
• Developed for trail runners
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 50% Merino Wool, 12% Polypropylene, 35% Nylon, 3% Lycra

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

10813 - Black High Rise 10813 - Black/ High Rise

X-COUNTRY LIGHT 
75161

Ulvang X-Country is a technical a nd thin merino wool sock specifically developed 
for cross-country skiing. In the foot section, we’ve used Friction Free®, a material 
designed to prevent blisters. The fibers in this sock and the technical process 
used to knit it are designed to wick away moisture from your skin. Ideal for both 
summer and winter use. Size marked on sole. Calf height.

• High-tech merino wool sock for cross-country skiing and use with ankle-high boots
• Specifically developed for cross-country skiing
• For active people
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 50% Merino Wool, 42% Nylon, 6% Lycra, 2% Friction Free

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

X-COUNTRY  
75021

Ulvang X-Country is a technical merino wool sock specifically developed for 
cross-country skiing. In the foot section, we’ve used Friction Free®, a material 
designed to prevent blisters. The fibers in this sock and the technical process 
used to knit it are designed to wick away moisture from your skin. Ideal for both 
summer and winter use. Size marked on sole. Calf height. 

• High-tech merino wool sock for cross-country skiing and use with ankle-high boots
• Specifically developed for cross-country skiing
• For active people
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 55% Merino Wool, 20% Nylon, 13% Polypropylene, 5% Friction Free, 
7% Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

10813 - Black High Rise10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
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ALPINE 
75181

Ulvang Alpine is a perfect sock for skiing and sports requiring taller boots. Friction Free® in the toe 
and heel sections to prevent blisters. Extra terry at critical points for better comfort. High cuff section 
to reduce pressure around the leg. Ventilation channels keep socks dry and warm from your first run 
to your last dance at aprés-ski. Size marked on sole. Dedicated right and left in pair.

• Perfect sock for skiing and sports requiring taller boots.
• Specially developed for wear in downhill boots
• For skiers who want comfort
• Woolmark Blend certified

MATERIAL: 50% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 8% Silke, 1% Friction Free, 6%Lycra

SIZE: 34-36, 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48

10005 - Black Charcoal Melange
00112 - Bright White/Charcoal Melange
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Children love playing in the snow and being outside in the 
fresh air. But as a young explorer, it can be difficult to make 
the right decisions about clothing before the cold has taken 
hold, and as an adult it may be difficult to know if the child is 
warm or cold. Therefore it is important to dress the child in 
wool that in many ways self-regulates the temperature. The 
child is then comfortable, and mom and dad can feel more 
at ease throughout the day. 

In the Junior & Kids category, you will find a wide range 
collection  featuring the most important products that you will 
need both fall and winter. For head, shoulders, knees, toes 
and so on.

WOOL FOR 
KIDS & JR
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RAV KIDS 
77023

The kids’ version of Ulvang’s bestseller! An wonderfully warm and comfy wool 
sweater. Good elasticity and great fit. Cozy and warm, the Rav sweater has many 
loyal fans. The sweater everyone’s talking about. 

• A wonderfully warm and comfy wool sweater for kids 
• Great for all activities. 
• Great for school, hiking or outings at the park 
• Can quickly become kids’ favorite sweater 
• Good and giving fit due to great stretch. 

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool

SIZES: 104/4yrs, 110/5yrs, 116/6yrs, 

122/7yrs, 128/8yrs

RAV PANTS KIDS 
78023

Ulvang Rav Pants Kids is incredibly soft, warm and long-wearing. Good elasticity 
and great fit. Perfect as a midlayer under a snowsuit for very cold days. 

• Soft, warm and durable wool pants. 
• Perfect as a midlayer under a snowsuit for very cold days. 
• Great for kids playing outside in winter 
• Good insulations due to airpockets. 

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool

SIZES: 104/4yrs, 110/5yrs, 116/6yrs, 

122/7yrs, 128/8yrs

80723 – Beetroot/Grey Melange
69509 – Mosaic Blue/Grey Melange
11101 – Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange
69619 – Stellar Stripes
98519 – Sweet Pink Stripes

11101 – Charcoal Melange/Grey Melange
69608 - Stellar/Grey Melange 
10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
98507 - Sweet Pink/Grey Melange

80710 – Beetroot 
69500 – Mosaic Blue
11100 – Charcola Melange 
98500 - Sweet pink

RAV JR 
77022

Ulvang Rav Jr. is the kids’ version of Ulvang’s bestseller! An wonderfully warm 
and comfy wool sweater. Good elasticity and great fit. Cozy and warm, the Rav 
sweater has many loyal fans. The sweater everyone’s talking about. 

• An wonderfully warm and comfy wool sweater for kids 
• Great for all activities. 
• Great for school, hiking or outings at the park 
• Can quickly become kids’ favorite sweater 
• Good and giving fit due to great stretch. 

COMPOSITION: 100 % wool

SIZES: 134/9YRS, 140/10YRS, 146/11YRS, 

152/12YRS, 158/13YRS, 164/14YRS 

RAV PANTS JR 
78022

Ulvang Rav Pants Jr. is incredibly soft, warm and long-wearing. Good elasticity and 
great fit. Perfect as a midlayer under outdoor pants for very cold days. 

• Soft, warm and durable wool pants. 
• Perfect as a midlayer under outdoor pants for very cold days. 
• Great for kids playing outside in winter 
• Good insulations due to airpockets.

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool

SIZES: 134/9YRS, 140/10YRS, 146/11YRS, 152/12YRS, 158/13YRS, 164/14YRS 

11100 – Charcola Melange
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FLINT JACKET KIDS 
77013

This is quintessential nursery-school clothing! A durable jacket, in 100% wool terry. Soft 
wool ribbing at the neck and extra-long cuffs for a stable, comfortable style. YKK zip, flat 
seams and a reliable temperature regulator for little bodies. 

• Insulating midlayer
• Perfect as a second layer under a snow suit or ski suit
• YKK zipper
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool terry

SIZES: 92/2yrs, 98/3yrs, 104/4yrs, 

110/5yrs, 116/6yrs, 122/7yrs, 128/8yrs 

RAV 1-PIECE KIDS 
78033

Rav Pants Kids are a pair of chunky-knit wool pants with good elasticity. These pants 
have the same great quality and feel as the Rav Sweater. They’re made of 100% clean 
and mulesing free wool. These pants are perfect to snuggle up on the couch in, or 
underneath shell pants.

• Soft, warm and durable wool pants. 
• Perfect as a midlayer under outdoor pants for very cold days. 
• Great for kids playing outside in winter 
• Good insulations due to airpockets.

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool

SIZES: 104/4yrs, 110/5yrs, 116/6yrs, 122/7yrs, 128/8yrs

FLINT PANTS KIDS 
78003

The ultimate nursery-school trousers. Wool terry with extra high ribbing at waist and 
legs to give the trousers stability and a comfortable fit. Generous style, flat seams and 
a reliable temperature regulator for little bodies. Perfect on its own or as a second layer 
under a snowsuit or ski suit
 
• Insulating midlayer
• Perfect as a second layer under a snow suit or ski suit
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool terry

SIZES: 92/2yrs, 98/3yrs, 104/4yrs, 110/5yrs, 116/6yrs, 122/7yrs, 128/8yrs 

11100 – Charcoal Melange
11132 - Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue
11233 - Grey Melange/Beetroot

69506 – Mosaic Blue/Grey Melange/Charcoal Melange
80725 – Beetroot/Grey Melange/Charcoal Melange
98511 - Sweet Pink/Grey Melange/Charcoal Melange

11159 - Charcoal Melange/Stellar
11266 - Grey Melange/Sweet Pink

FLINT JACKET JUNIOR 
77042

This is quintessential school clothing! A durable jacket, in 100% wool terry. Soft wool 
ribbing at the neck and extra-long cuffs for a stable, comfortable style. YKK zip, flat 
seams and a reliable temperature regulator for little bodies. 

• Insulating midlayer
• Perfect as a second layer
• YKK zipper
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool terry

SIZES: 128,8år, 134/9år, 140/10år, 146/11år, 152/12år, 158/13år, 164/14år
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W12

SKARE LOGO TEE JR 
59092

Ulvang Skare Logo Tee Jr. Feather-light, soft wool T-shirt for juniors. 
Logo at front. Specially developed for summer use – the combination of 
wool and Tencel® ensures this shirt regulated temperature for complete 
comfort. Lightweight, silky-soft single jersey. Flat seams for increased 
comfort.

• Lightweight, soft T-shirt in merino wool   
• Perfect for school or outdoor activities.   
• For active children who want a comfortable way to stay in shape for 
active children.     
• Micron: 18,5 / 195g 

COMPOSITION: 70 % TENCEL®, 30 % Merino wool

SIZES: 116/6yrs, 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs  

SUMMER WOOL TEE JR. 
59292

Summer Wool Tee Jr is a soft and light t-shirt designed for summer use. 
This lightweight Merino wool tee has a natural cooling effect on hot days. 
Merino wool is temperature regulating, which makes this comfortable to 
wear all year. The Summer Wool Tee is naturally odor inhibiting.

• Light and soft t-shirt in 100% Merino  

• Natural cooling effect    

• Naturally odor inhibiting

COMPOSITION: 70 % TENCEL®, 30 % Merino wool

SIZES: 116/6yrs, 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs  

SKARE ULLSETT JR/KIDS 
59050

A silky set combining Merino wool and TENCEL®. TENCEL® is a biode-
gradable fiber made from the eucalyptus plant and promotes moisture 
transport. It also offers good antibacterial properties. The combination 
is extremely comfortable to wear and provides good thermal insulation. 
Particularly suitable for children with sensitive skin who react to wool. 

• Excellent for sensitive skin
• Only natural fiber
• Machine washable 40 degrees wool program
• Wool blend
• Micron: 19,5 / 195g

COMPOSITION: 70 % TENCEL®, 30 % Merino wool

SIZES: 92/2yrs, 104/4yrs, 116/6yrs, 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 
152/12yrs

10005 - Black/Charcoal Melange
11156 - Charcoal Melange/Princess Blue
11130 - Charcoal Melange/Beetroot

11729 - Granite/Cherry Tomato
11713  - Granite / High Rise ULV

11200 - Grey Melange
92125 - Cherry Tomato
74685 - Gulf Stream
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50Fifty 2.0 is an bodywear series suitable for use in a wide range 
of activities. The bodywear is made in a two-layer Jaquard knit. 
The innermost layer, which is in contact with the skin, consists of 
100 % polyester. It will feel soft against even the most sensitive 
skin. The outer layer consists of 80 % Merino wool and 20 % 
nylon. The inner layer serves to transport moisture away from the 
body, while the outer layer absorbs the moisture and distributes 
the heat. A mid-layer of air between the two layers provides extra 
thermal insulation. The result is a warm and temperature-regula-
ting fabric that is comfortable to wear even for sensitive skin. 

50FIFTY 2.0 
KIDS & JR

WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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50FIFTY 3.0 ROUND NECK KIDS 
57013

Featuring a dual layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows 
the inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the outer 
layer absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation. 

• A warm quality, perfect for sensitive skin
• Flat seems for added comfort
• No annoying fabric tags
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 200g

COMPOSITION: Outside: 80% Merino wool/20% Polyamide. Inside: 100% 
Polyester
SIZES: 92/2yrs, 104/4yrs, 116/6yrs, 128/8yrs

50FIFTY 3.0 PANTS KIDS 
67013

The combination allows the inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from 
body, while the outer layer absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and 
insulation. 

• A warm quality, perfect for sensitive skin
• Flat seems for added comfort
• No annoying fabric tags
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 200g

COMPOSITION: Outside: 80% Merino wool/20% Polyamide. Inside: 100% 
Polyester
SIZES: 92/2yrs, 104/4yrs, 116/6yrs, 128/8yrs

73023 New Navy Mix
69713 North Sea Mix
98513 Sweet Pink Mix

73023 New Navy Mix
69713 North Sea Mix
98513 Sweet Pink Mix

50FIFTY 3.0 ROUND NECK JR  
57012

Featuring a dual layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the 
inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the outer layer 
absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation. 

• A warm quality, perfect for sensitive skin
• Flat seems for added comfort
• No annoying fabric tags
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 200g

COMPOSITION: Outside: 80% Merino wool/20% Polyamide. Inside: 100% 
Polyester

SIZES: 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs, 174/16yrs

50FIFTY 3.0 PANTS JR 
67012

Featuring a dual layer jaquard knit in polyester and wool. The combination allows the 
inner layer of polyester to transport moisture away from body, while the outer layer 
absorbs the moisture and distributes it for warmth and insulation. 

• A warm quality, perfect for sensitive skin
• Flat seems for added comfort
• No annoying fabric tags
• Machine washable at 40 degrees
• Wool Blend certified
• 19,5 Micron / 200g

COMPOSITION: Outside: 80% Merino wool/20% Polyamide. Inside: 100% 
Polyester

SIZES: 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs, 174/16yrs

10817 Black/Mix
69613 Stellar Mix
80823 Heady Magenta Mix

10817 Black/Mix
69613 Stellar Mix
80823 Heady Magenta Mix
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RAV 100%
JUNIOR 
Rav 100% is a Medium warm bodywear range developed for Out-

door activities, especially those with varying intensity. The Rav100% 

is Ulvang’s most versatile quality for a wide range of activities all year 

round.  

 

This range is made with rib-knit construction that keeps its shape 

and provides good wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation 

by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. 100 % Supersoft 

Merino Wool with good stretch for optimal temperature control, natu-

rally odor control, and comfort.

 

The Rav100% range has been treated so that the garment is ma-

chine washable at 40 degrees.

WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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RAV 100% ROUND NECK JR 
77032

Rav 100% Crew-neck Jr, shirt in 100% merino wool. For types of activities, 
especially those with varying intensity. Supersoft and temperature regulating.  
The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical 
channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. 
Traceable and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort. 
Classic, timeless design suited to school and leisure wear.

• Shirt in 100% merino wool for kids.
• Ideal for all types of activities in fall, winter and early spring.
• Great for all kids who want to stay warm, comfortable and healthy.
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool
SIZES: 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs

RAV 100% PANT JR 
77034

Rav 100% pants Jr, pants in 100% merino wool. For types of activities, especially 
those with varying intensity. Supersoft and temperature regulating.  The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable 
and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort. Classic, 
timeless design suited to school and leisure wear.

• Pants in 100% merino wool for kids.
• Ideal for all types of activities in fall, winter and early spring.
• Great for all kids who want to stay warm, comfortable and healthy.
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool
SIZES: 128/8yrs, 140/10yrs, 152/12yrs, 164/14yrs

10816 - Black/Granite/Hight Rise
69512 - Mosiac Blue / Granite/Coral Rose
80729 - Beetroot/Coral Rose

10816 - Black/Granite/Hight Rise
69512 - Mosiac Blue / Granite/Coral Rose
80729 - Beetroot/Coral Rose
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EXPLORE ROUND NECK JR 
59302 

Explore Jr. is a Merino wool/Tencel shirt for all types of activities, especially those 
with varying intensity. The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable Tencel 
fibres  is temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-knit 
construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable 
and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort.

• Shirt in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool
SIZES: 128,8y, 134/9y, 140/10y, 146/11y, 152/12y, 158/13y, 164/14y

EXPLORE PANTS JR 
69272 

Explore Pants Jr. is a Merino wool/Tencel pant for all types of activities, especially 
those with varying intensity. The soft merino wool combined with biodegradable 
Tencel fibres  is temperature regulating, odor resistant and quick-drying. The rib-
knit construction keeps its shape and provides good wicking. The vertical channel 
promotes insulation by keeping air inside and ensuring the air is warm. Traceable 
and guaranteed mulesing-free wool. Flat seams for increased comfort.

• Pant in merino wool/Tencel 
• Perfect for activities with varying intensity
• Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool
SIZES: 128,8y, 134/9y, 140/10y, 146/11y, 152/12y, 158/13y, 164/14y

75000 New Navy
80705 Mystical
11200 Grey Melange

75000 New Navy

Explore is a quality with a mix of Merino and biodegradable Tencel®. Suitable 
for all types of activities, especially those with varying intensity. The soft merino 
wool combined with Tencel® fibres is temperature regulating, odor resistant 
and quick-drying. The rib-knit construction keeps its shape and provides good 
wicking. The vertical channel promotes insulation by keeping air inside and 
ensuring the air is warm. Classic, timeless design suited to almost any activity.

EXPLORE

WEIGHT: 200 G
MICRON: 19,5
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: CHINA
WOOL ORIGIN: AUSTRALIA
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Ulvang offers a wide range of warm, comfortable and nice 
hats for all occasions either they are playing or on their way to 
school. Wool’s unique insulating, temperature regulating and 
dirt resistant properties helps your kids stay healthy and happy!

HATS 
FOR KIDS
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RIM LIGHT BABYHELMET 
49663

Rim Lighter Babyhelmet is a light hat in thin Merino Wool. Despite its thin 
fabric, this hat provides excellent insulation anf comfort. 

• A hat for the little ones
• Ulvang logo at front
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100% Merino Wool. 

SIZES: 42, 46

69500 Mosaic Blue 
98500 Sweet Pink

69605 - Stellar 
80710 - Beetroot

LILLEHAMMER HAT JR 
49672

Lillehammer Hat is one of Ulvang’s most popular hats with 100% 
Merino. NOR flag in front and Ulvang logo’s on both sides.  A versatile 
hat with good temperature control capabilities and giving fit. 

• Ulvang’s traditional hat with 100% Merino 
• For outdoor or everyday use  
• Premium 100% merino  

MATERIAL: 100% merino  wool
SIZE: 53, 56

11212 - Grey Melange/Vanilla
75016 - New Navy/Grey Melange

SAGEN BABY HAT 
49083

Hat in Merino wool for the kids. Ear flaps, lace and an extra long neck sec-
tion. Silky wind-resistant Venezia lining on the inside, and wind-resistant 
section around ears. Information about the windproof sections are printed 
inside the right ear flap. 
The product that ensures that your child is warm and comfy while at 
nursery school!

• A hat for the little ones
• Windproof around ears
• Silky Venezia lining
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: Main fabric: 100% Merino wool. Lining: 95% 
Micropolyester/5% Elastane

SIZES: 46, 48 

11200 - Grey Melange
69500 – Mosaic Blue
98500 - Sweet Pink
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BUGØYNES JR. HAT.  
49222

Ulvang Bugøynes Jr. Hat. Bugøynes has many Norwegian fans, from Lindesnes 
in the south to Knivskjellodden in the north. Bugøynes outer is knit in 100% 
merino wool with soft polyester pile inside. It’s a little more loose-fitting, with 
ear flaps, ties and visor. Will guaranteed keep your youngster happy and warm 
during a long day in school or preschool. 

• A warm hat with merino wool on the outside
• Polyester pile on the inside
• Can be washed at 40ºC on the wool cycle
• Woolmark certified
 
COMPOSITION: Main fabric: 100 % Merino wool. Lining: 100 % 
polyester pile

SIZES: 51, 53, 56

11100 – Charcoal Melange
98500 – Sweet Pink
69605 – Stellar

RAV JR. HAT 
49642 

Rib knitted, classic hat in the same comfortable fabric as our best-selling 
RAV sweater. Attractive when folded either back or down. Ulvang logo 
patch. Machine wash at 30 degrees with wool program.

COMPOSITION: 100 % Wool

SIZES: 53, 56  

11100 – Charcoal Melange
11200 – Grey Melange
80710 – Beetroot
10000 – Black
69605 – Stellar
98500 – Sweet Pink

TOPP HAT JR 
49002

A robust, roomy hat designed to “sag” a little.  Wide integral stripes make 
this a colourful, lively children’s hat. A soft fleece lining at hem ensures 
extra protection from the wind and comfort for brow, ears and the nape 
of the neck.

• 100% Merino wool
• Soft fleece edge on the inside
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: Main fabric: 100% Merino wool. Lining: 100% 
Polyester Fleece

SIZES: 51,53  

69508 – Mosaic Blue Stripe
98519 – Sweet Pink Stripe
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RIM LIGHT JR. HAT 
49662

Double, but incredibly thin and comfortable hat in Merino wool. Classic, 
sporty model suitable for everyone. Despite the thinness, this hat insulates 
well. The air between the two layers serves as an extra thermal layer. 
Printet Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Double layer, but still thin
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Also available in adult sizes     
 • Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100% Merino wool

SIZES: 51,53, 56  

10000 – Black
69605 – Stellar
80710 – Beetroot

RIM LIGHT JR. HEADBAND  
49652

Finely knitted wool headband. May also be used as neck warmer or folded 
to make a narrower headband if needed. Perfect for trips in unstable 
weather or for everyday use. Printed Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Multi-use model
• Heigth approx 9 cm
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Also available in adult sizes     
 • Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100% Merino wool

SIZES: 51,53, 56  

10000 – Black
80710 – Beetroot
69605 - Stellar

RIM LIGHT BALAKLAVA KIDS 
49361

Thin and comfortable Balaklava in finely knitted Merino wool. Well-suited 
alone, under helmet or under hat. Insulates and regulates temperature 
around head, chin and neck. 
  
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Form-fit design and elastic fabric
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100% Merino wool. 

SIZES: 51,53  

69605 - Stellar 
80710 – Beetroot
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RAV 100% HEADOVER 
49341

Ulvang Rav 100% Headover is a soft tube scarf in merino wool. Po-
pular with small children and for kids who play sports on colder days. 
Wool in a 1x1 rib knit ensures good insulation and warmth.

• Headover i 100% merino wool
• Excellent when braving the elements
• Recommended for all!
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100% Merino wool

SIZES: OS  

10816 – Black/Granite/High Rise
69512 – Mosaic Blue/Granite/Coral Rose
80729 – Beetroot/Granite/Coral Rose

10000 - Black
80710 - Beetroot
69605 - Stellar

RIM LIGHT JR. HEADOVER 
49702

Headover, in 100 % merino wool. Light single jersey to ensure long-term 
comfort. Simple Ulvang logo at hem. Robust exposure for display and as a 
hanger. Sure to be a winner for Christmas!

• 100% Merino wool
• Temperature regulating
• 110 gm2 single jersey
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino wool 

SIZES: OS 
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WOOL SOCKS 
FOR KIDS & JR
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SPESIAL KIDS 
75113

Ulvang Special Kids is a medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock. Regulates 
temperature and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock for any acti-
vity, winter or summer. Merino wool is blended with high-tech fibers for improved 
durability and good fit. Terry in the sole for extra warmth and comfort. Perfect as 
a second-layer sock for cold days. Size marked on sole. Calf height.

• Medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock
• For everyday and outdoor, all year round
• Warm, long-wearing and comfortable
• Woolmark Blend certified

CONTENT: 58% Merino Wool, 38% Nylon, 4% Lycra

SIZES: 19-21, 22-24  

ULVANG BARNEHAGEPAKKE 3PK 
75348

Ulvang Barnehagepakke 3pk consist of 3 pairs soft and warm Merino wool socks. 
Merino wool helps regulate body temperature, manage moisture and resist odors, 
even after an active day inside or outside.  2 pairs Ulvang Spesial Kids (75113) og 
1 pair Ulvang Aktiv Kids (75133) Perfect for a long day in kindergarten or everyday 
use, also nice when hiking on a trail! Ideal for all active kids who wants to stay 
warm and healthy  Woolmark Blend certified 

CONTENT: Spesial Kids: 58% Merino Wool  38% Nylon, 4% Lycra. Aktiv Kids: 
60% Merinoull, 36% Nylon, 

SIZES: 22-24, 25-27 

10800 – Grey Stripe
69508 – Mosaic Blue Stripe
80726 – Beetroot Stripe

11152 - Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue Mix
11153 - Charcoal Melange/Beetroot Mix

SPESIAL KIDS ANTI SLIP  
75114

Ulvang Special Kids Anti-slip is a medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock. 
Regulates temperature and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock 
for any activity, winter or summer. Merino wool is blended with high-tech fibers 
for improved durability and good fit. Terry in the sole for extra warmth and 
comfort. Size marked on sole. Calf height.

• Medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock with anti-slip protection
• Great for running around indoors in sock feet
• For every kid who wants warm feet
• Woolmark Blend certified

CONTENT: 57% Merino Wool, 39% Nylon, 4% Lycra

SIZES: 19-21, 22-24, 25-27 

11120 – Charcoal Melange mix 
69509 – Mosaic Blue/Grey Melange
80723 – Beetroot/Grey Melange

AKTIV KIDS 
75133

This thick wool sock features a higher cuff for a better fit. Extra mesh on instep provides 
increased moisture transport. Aktiv is a warm, thick terry cloth and wool sock for 
everyday use and walks. Semi-high!

• Merino wool with advanced fibres 
• Perfect as extra sock in cold weather
• Temperature regulation and moisture transport
• Size labelling under sole 
• Woolmark Blend certified

COMPOSITION: 60 % Merino wool, 36 % Nylon, 4 % Lycra

SIZES: 19–21, 22–24 

69511 – Mosaic Blue Mix
80728 – Beetroot Mix

B A R N E H A G E P A K K E  3 P K

BARNEHAGEPAKKE 3PK
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Myke Merino ullsokker til ditt barn i barnehagen. Perfekt både inne og ute.
Hold barnet ditt friskt og varmt med Ulvang ullsokker!

Spesial Kids
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

Aktiv Kids
Tykk Merino ullsokk

Spesial Kids
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

1. BRUK HODET. TENK ULL.
Ved -4˚C står hodet for 50 prosent av kroppens varmetap.
Trekk ull over ørene neste gang du skal ut i minusgrader.

2. SMART ULLFILTER.
Sitter du helt rolig i -18˚C vil 25 prosent av varmetapet komme 
fra lufta du puster inn og ut. Pust heller igjennom et ullskjerf.

3. ALLTID ULL INNERST.
Ingen liker å fryse. Du holder bedre på varmen med behagelig 
ullundertøy rett på kroppen.

9. ULL INNE, ULL UTE.
Kle deg i ull året rundt. Ull er varmeisolerende i kulde og svalende i 
varme. Ingen materialer balanserer kroppstemperaturen bedre. Ull 
er til og med UV-resistent og en naturlig solfaktor.

8. ALLE GODE TING ER ULL.
Er kroppen kald, fryser du garantert først på fingre og tær. Med tre 
lag votter kan du holde deg varm uten å være i aktivitet. Bruk 
ullvanter innerst, deretter romslige ullvotter med vindvotter utenpå.

10. ULL, LUFT OG KJÆRLIGHET.
Dropp å vaske klærne ofte, da sparer du miljøet. Ulltøy trenger 
ikke vaskes like ofte som annet tøy. Ull fjerner nemlig svettelukt og 
er selvrensende. Husk å bare lufte ulla innimellom.

7. GODT SKODD MED ULL.
Med romsligere støvler er det plass til en ekstra ullsokk. 
Luftlaget mellom føttene holder føttene varme og ullsåler hindrer 
at du blir kald utenfra.

6. FØTTER FORTJENER ULL.
Rene og tørre ullsokker holder deg varm på føttene. Ull er 
fantastisk fuktabsorberende. En tynn ullsokk innerst og en varm 
ullsokk utenpå hindrer også gnagsår.

5. PÅ ULLVÆRSDAGER.
Ytterlaget holder godt på varmen fra lagene under dersom 
plagget puster og er vind- vannavvisende. Ull gjør nytten innerst. 
Ingen grunn til å bli frossen.

4. GODT LAG MED ULL.
Klær isolerer. Med et ekstra lag over ullundertøyet holder du bedre 
på kroppsvarmen. Er det bitende kaldt? Velg et tykkere lag ull.

11. ULL FOR MORGENDAGEN.
Bruk ull med god samvittighet. Ull er den mest miljøvennlige av alle 
naturfibre. Ullplagg kan også gjerne gå i arv og gjenbrukes. Bra for 
deg, bra for jorda.

KOMPOSISJON: Spesial Kids: 58% Merino ull, 38% Nylon, 4% Lycra® Aktiv Kids: 60% Merino ull, 36% Nylon, 4% Lycra®

Designed in Norway

Made in EU

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Swix Sport AS. Serviceboks, 2626 Lillehammer, Norway. 
www.ulvang.no

Wash at 40C° wool program with wool detergent.
Ulvang recommends            wool wash.

Dark colors to be washed together. Slightly stretch when wet. 

75133-10801
Grey Mix

 SPORBAR ULL – Ullen i dette produktet er 100 prosent mulesing-fri og kan  
 spores hele veien tilbake til våre sertifiserte gårder og leverandører i Europa.  
 Alle våre leverandører må følge strenge dyreverns og miljøstandarder, og  
 bruke bærekraftige produksjonsmetoder. Ulvangsokkene er basert på norske 
tradisjoner og er utviklet igjennom omfattende testing. Velg Ulvang hvis du bryr deg om 
kvalitet, dyrevelferd og miljø. Vi er ull og vi bryr oss!

19
21

MEDIUM

Flat tåsøm

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal 
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Frottering i sålen

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Halvtykk Merino sokk

WARM

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Helfrottert sokk
Flat tåsøm

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Tykk Merino sokk
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ULVANG SKOLESTARTPAKKE 
3PK 
75349

Ulvang Skolestartpakke 3pk consist of 3 pairs soft and warm Merino wool 
socks. Merino wool helps regulate body temperature, manage moisture 
and resist odors, even after an active day inside or outside.  2 pairs Ulvang 
Spesial Jr (75112) and 1 pair Ulvang Aktiv Kids (75132) 

• Perfect for a long day in school or everyday use, also nice when 
hiking on a trail!  

• Ideal for all active kids who wants to stay warm and healthy  
• Øeko-tex and Woolmark Blend certified 

COMPOSITION: Spesial Jr.: 62% Merino Wool  36% Nylon, 2% 
Lycra. Aktiv Jr: 64% Merinoull, 34% Nylon

SIZES: 31-33, 34-36  

11152 - Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue Mix
11153 - Charcoal Melange/Beetroot Mix

AKTIV JR  
75132

Ulvang Active Jr is a warm merino wool sock. For outdoor activities in 
fall and winter. Toe and heel are reinforced for durability. The cuff is 
higher to ensure better fit and that the sock stays in place during use. 
Extra mesh at ankle for better wicking. Active is a thick, extra-warm 
terry sock in merino wool for everyday and sports use. Size marked 
on sole.

• Warm merino wool sock
• For outdoor activities in fall and winter
• For kids who love being outdoors
• Woolmark Blend and Oeko-Tex certified

COMPOSITION: 62% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 2%Lycra

SIZES: 25-27, 28-30, 31-33, 34-36 

11106 – Charcoal Melange/Black
69510 – Mosaic Blue/Charcoal Melange
80719 – Beetroot/Charcoal Melange

ULTRA JR 2 PK 
75202

Ulvang Ultra is a thin, year-round sock in merino wool. Wear to work, 
school or on the trail. Ultra is soft and comfy, with reinforced toe and heel 
for long wear. This sock offers good temperature regulation and wicks 
away moisture. This makes it the right sock for any activity, winter or 
summer. Calf height.

• Thin, year-round sock in merino wool.
• Wear to work, school or on the trail.
• Designed for year-round wear by active kids.
• Woolmark Blend and Oeko-Tex certified

COMPOSITION: Monochrome 65 % Merino Wool, 33 % Nylon, 2 % Lycra. 
Multicolored: 61% Merino Wool, 37 % Nylon, 2 % Lycra

SIZES: 25-27, 28-30, 31-33, 34-36, 37-39

11106 – Charcoal Melange/Black
69509 – Mosaic Blue/Grey Melange
80723 – Beetroot/Grey Melange

S K O L E S T A R T P A K K E  3 P K

SKOLESTARTPAKKE 3PK
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Myke Merino ullsokker til skolestart. Perfekt både inne og ute.
Hold barnet ditt friskt og varmt med Ulvang ullsokker!

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

Aktiv Jr
Tykk Merino ullsokk

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

1. BRUK HODET. TENK ULL.
Ved -4˚C står hodet for 50 prosent av kroppens varmetap.
Trekk ull over ørene neste gang du skal ut i minusgrader.

2. SMART ULLFILTER.
Sitter du helt rolig i -18˚C vil 25 prosent av varmetapet komme 
fra lufta du puster inn og ut. Pust heller igjennom et ullskjerf.

3. ALLTID ULL INNERST.
Ingen liker å fryse. Du holder bedre på varmen med behagelig 
ullundertøy rett på kroppen.

9. ULL INNE, ULL UTE.
Kle deg i ull året rundt. Ull er varmeisolerende i kulde og svalende i 
varme. Ingen materialer balanserer kroppstemperaturen bedre. Ull 
er til og med UV-resistent og en naturlig solfaktor.

8. ALLE GODE TING ER ULL.
Er kroppen kald, fryser du garantert først på fingre og tær. Med tre 
lag votter kan du holde deg varm uten å være i aktivitet. Bruk 
ullvanter innerst, deretter romslige ullvotter med vindvotter utenpå.

10. ULL, LUFT OG KJÆRLIGHET.
Dropp å vaske klærne ofte, da sparer du miljøet. Ulltøy trenger 
ikke vaskes like ofte som annet tøy. Ull fjerner nemlig svettelukt og 
er selvrensende. Husk å bare lufte ulla innimellom.

7. GODT SKODD MED ULL.
Med romsligere støvler er det plass til en ekstra ullsokk. 
Luftlaget mellom føttene holder føttene varme og ullsåler hindrer 
at du blir kald utenfra.

6. FØTTER FORTJENER ULL.
Rene og tørre ullsokker holder deg varm på føttene. Ull er 
fantastisk fuktabsorberende. En tynn ullsokk innerst og en varm 
ullsokk utenpå hindrer også gnagsår.

5. PÅ ULLVÆRSDAGER.
Ytterlaget holder godt på varmen fra lagene under dersom 
plagget puster og er vind- vannavvisende. Ull gjør nytten innerst. 
Ingen grunn til å bli frossen.

4. GODT LAG MED ULL.
Klær isolerer. Med et ekstra lag over ullundertøyet holder du bedre 
på kroppsvarmen. Er det bitende kaldt? Velg et tykkere lag ull.

11. ULL FOR MORGENDAGEN.
Bruk ull med god samvittighet. Ull er den mest miljøvennlige av alle 
naturfibre. Ullplagg kan også gjerne gå i arv og gjenbrukes. Bra for 
deg, bra for jorda.

KOMPOSISJON: Spesial: 64% Merino wool, 34% Nylon, 2% Lycra®  Aktiv: 66% Merino wool, 30% Nylon, 4% Lycra®

Designed in Norway

Made in EU

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Swix Sport AS. Serviceboks, 2626 Lillehammer, Norway. 
www.ulvang.no

Wash at 40C° wool program with wool detergent.
Ulvang recommends            wool wash.

Dark colors to be washed together. Slightly stretch when wet. 

75133-10801
Grey Mix

 SPORBAR ULL – Ullen i dette produktet er 100 prosent mulesing-fri og kan  
 spores hele veien tilbake til våre sertifiserte gårder og leverandører i Europa.  
 Alle våre leverandører må følge strenge dyreverns og miljøstandarder, og  
 bruke bærekraftige produksjonsmetoder. Ulvangsokkene er basert på norske 
tradisjoner og er utviklet igjennom omfattende testing. Velg Ulvang hvis du bryr deg om 
kvalitet, dyrevelferd og miljø. Vi er ull og vi bryr oss!

MEDIUM

Flat tåsøm

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal 
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Frottering i sålen

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Halvtykk Merino sokk

WARM

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Helfrottert sokk
Flat tåsøm

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Tykk Merino sokk
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Xx Summer wool tee Jr.

AKTIV KNEE JR 
75142

Ulvang Active Jr. is a thick, extra-warm terry sock in merino wool for everyday 
and sports use. It has a slightly higher cuff section so ankles are covered. The 
foot section is reinforced for durability. The cuff is higher to ensure better fit and 
that the sock stays in place during use. Extra mesh at ankle for better wicking. 
Merino wool is blended with high-tech fibers for improved durability and good fit. 
Temperature regulating, wicks away moisture. Size marked on sole. 

• Thick, extra-warm terry sock in merino wool with a higher cuff
• For work, school, play – and especially skiing!
• Popular with active kids
• Woolmark Blend and Oeko-Tex certified

COMPOSITION: 62% Merino Wool, 34% Nylon, 4%Lycra

SIZES: 25-27, 28-30, 31-33, 34-36   

69509 – Mosaic Blue/Grey Melange
80723 – Beetroot/Grey Melange

SPESIAL JR  
75112

Ulvang Special Kids is a medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock. Regulates tempe-
rature and wicks away moisture. This makes it the right sock for any activity, winter or 
summer. Merino wool is blended with high-tech fibers for improved durability and good 
fit. Terry in the sole for extra warmth and comfort. Perfect as a second-layer sock for 
cold days. Size marked on sole. Calf height.

•  Medium-thick, year-round merino wool sock
• For everyday and outdoor, all year round
• Warm, long-wearing and comfortable
• Woolmark Blend and Oeko-Tex certified

COMPOSITION: 62% Merino Wool, 36% Nylon, 2% Lycra

SIZES: 25-27, 28-30, 31-33, 34-36  

11106 – Charcoal Melange/Black
11132 – Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue
11130 – Charcoal Melange/Beetroot
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PROMO

ULVANG ISO WOOL POCKET 
75510

Ulvang Iso wool pocket is made of 100% felted wool. Designed to keep your phone 
warm when you’re outdoor. With a warm phone your battery will last much longer. 
Simple but very functional! Will also protect your phone from dust and scratches.  

• Wool pretection sleeve for your precious phone. 
• Should always protect your phone when your’re outdoor  A basic item for 

everyone that own an expensive phone. 
• Simple and functional 

COMPOSITION: 100% felted wool

SIZES: M,L

TRAINING CALF SLEEVE 
79111

Ulvang Training Calf Sleeve is a legwarmer in merino wool that insulates and 
protects. Designed for running in terrain or on trails and in mountain areas. 
Seamless and ergonomically designed. Developed for runners who like terrain, 
but also recommended for mountain bikers.

• Legwarmer in merino wool that insulates and protects.
• Designed for running in terrain or on trails and in mountain areas.
• Developed for trail runners
• Oeko-Tex and Woolmark Blend certified

COMPOSITION: 50% Merino Wool, 12% Polypropylene, 35% Nylon, 3% 
Lycra

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

10813 - Black/ High Rise11100 - Charcoal Melange

ULVANG LOGO CAPS 
49005

Ulvang Logo cap in wool. Classic baseball design with hook-and-loop tab fastener 
at back. The perfect cap in changing weather. Keeps you warm and dry even in 
slightly damp conditions. Signature Ulvang logo at front. Wool Cap The perfect 
thing in changing weather. For outdoor people who want comfortable headgear. 
Good ergonomic fitting 

COMPOSITION: 61% wool, 31% rayon, 5% polyester, 3% nylon

SIZES: OS

ULVANG VISOR 
49291

Ulvang visor in wool  with hook-and-loop tab fastener at back. The perfect cap 
in changing weather. Keeps you warm and dry even in slightly damp conditions. 
Signature Ulvang logo at front. Wool Cap The perfect thing in changing weather. 
For outdoor people who want comfortable headgear. Good ergonomic fitting 

COMPOSITION: 61% wool, 31% rayon, 5% polyester, 3% nylon

SIZES: OS

11257 – Dark Grey Melange/Granite
11258 - Dark Grey Melange / Promo 11257 – Dark Grey Melange/Granite
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SKARE LOGO TEE MS 
57301

Incredibly lightweight and soft T-shirt for men in wool/Tencel. Specially developed for 
summer use since the wool in combination with Tencel cools and allows for temperature 
control. 

• Thin and silky soft single jersey   
• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees wool program 
• 195 grams, 18.5 micron

COMPOSITION: 70% Tencel®, 30% Merino Wool

SIZE:  S, M, L, XL

SKARE LOGO TEE WS 
58306

Incredibly lightweight and soft T-shirt for women in wool/Tencel. Specially developed 
for summer use since the wool in combination with Tencel cools and allows for 
temperature control. 

• Thin and silky soft single jersey   
• Flat seams for added comfort 
• Machine washable at 40 degrees wool program 
• 195 grams, 18.5 micron

COMPOSITION: 70% Tencel®, 30% Merino Wool

SIZE: XS, S, M, L, XL

11713 - Granite/High Rise ULV11713 - Granite/High Rise ULV

RIM LIGHT HAT 
49371

Double, but incredibly thin and comfortable hat in Merino wool. Classic, sporty model 
suitable for everyone. Despite the thinness, this hat insulates well. The air between the 
two layers serves as an extra thermal layer. Printet Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Double layer, but still thin
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Available in children’s size     
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 

10813 - Black/High Rise 10813 - Black/High Rise

RIM LIGHT HEADBAND  
49381

Finely knitted wool headband. May also be used as neck warmer or folded to make 
a narrower headband if needed. Perfect for trips in unstable weather or for everyday 
use. Printed Ulvang logo in front. Good elasticity.

• Multi-use model
• Heigth approx 10 cm
• Good elasticity
• Machine wash at 40 degrees, wool program
• Available in children’s size     
• Woolmark certified

COMPOSITION: 100 % Merino Wool

SIZES: 56, 58, 60 
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SKOLESTARTPAKKE 60 PK (180 PAR) 
D00ULV-BOX 44

Ulvang Skolestartpakke 3pk consist of 3 pairs soft and warm Merino wool socks. Merino wool 
helps regulate body temperature, manage moisture and resist odors, even after an active day 
inside or outside. 2 pairs Ulvang Spesial Jr (75112) and 1 pair Ulvang Aktiv Kids (75132) 

• Perfect for a long day in school or everyday use
• Also nice when hiking on a trail
• Ideal for all active kids who wants to stay warm and healthy 
• Øeko-tex and Woolmark Blend certified 

MATERIAL: Spesial Jr.: 62% Merino Wool  36% Nylon, 2% Lycra. Aktiv Jr: 64% Merinoull, 
34% Nylon
SIZE: 31-33,34-36

BARNEHAGEPAKKE 84 PK (252 PAR) 
D00ULV-BOX 43

Ulvang Barnehagepakke 3pk consist of 3 pairs soft and warm Merino wool socks. Merino 
wool helps regulate body temperature, manage moisture and resist odors, even after an 
active day inside or outside. 2 pairs Ulvang Spesial Kids (75113) og 1 pair Ulvang Aktiv 
Kids (75133) 

• Perfect for a long day in kindergarten or everyday use, 
• Also nice when hiking on a trail
• Ideal for all active kids who wants to stay warm and healthy
• Woolmark Blend certified 

MATERIAL: Spesial Kids: 58% Merino Wool  38% Nylon, 4% Lycra. Aktiv Kids: 60% 
Merinoull, 36% Nylon
SIZE: 22-24, 25-27

S K O L E S T A R T P A K K E  3 P K

SKOLESTARTPAKKE 3PK
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Myke Merino ullsokker til skolestart. Perfekt både inne og ute.
Hold barnet ditt friskt og varmt med Ulvang ullsokker!

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

Aktiv Jr
Tykk Merino ullsokk

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

1. BRUK HODET. TENK ULL.
Ved -4˚C står hodet for 50 prosent av kroppens varmetap.
Trekk ull over ørene neste gang du skal ut i minusgrader.

2. SMART ULLFILTER.
Sitter du helt rolig i -18˚C vil 25 prosent av varmetapet komme 
fra lufta du puster inn og ut. Pust heller igjennom et ullskjerf.

3. ALLTID ULL INNERST.
Ingen liker å fryse. Du holder bedre på varmen med behagelig 
ullundertøy rett på kroppen.

9. ULL INNE, ULL UTE.
Kle deg i ull året rundt. Ull er varmeisolerende i kulde og svalende i 
varme. Ingen materialer balanserer kroppstemperaturen bedre. Ull 
er til og med UV-resistent og en naturlig solfaktor.

8. ALLE GODE TING ER ULL.
Er kroppen kald, fryser du garantert først på fingre og tær. Med tre 
lag votter kan du holde deg varm uten å være i aktivitet. Bruk 
ullvanter innerst, deretter romslige ullvotter med vindvotter utenpå.

10. ULL, LUFT OG KJÆRLIGHET.
Dropp å vaske klærne ofte, da sparer du miljøet. Ulltøy trenger 
ikke vaskes like ofte som annet tøy. Ull fjerner nemlig svettelukt og 
er selvrensende. Husk å bare lufte ulla innimellom.

7. GODT SKODD MED ULL.
Med romsligere støvler er det plass til en ekstra ullsokk. 
Luftlaget mellom føttene holder føttene varme og ullsåler hindrer 
at du blir kald utenfra.

6. FØTTER FORTJENER ULL.
Rene og tørre ullsokker holder deg varm på føttene. Ull er 
fantastisk fuktabsorberende. En tynn ullsokk innerst og en varm 
ullsokk utenpå hindrer også gnagsår.

5. PÅ ULLVÆRSDAGER.
Ytterlaget holder godt på varmen fra lagene under dersom 
plagget puster og er vind- vannavvisende. Ull gjør nytten innerst. 
Ingen grunn til å bli frossen.

4. GODT LAG MED ULL.
Klær isolerer. Med et ekstra lag over ullundertøyet holder du bedre 
på kroppsvarmen. Er det bitende kaldt? Velg et tykkere lag ull.

11. ULL FOR MORGENDAGEN.
Bruk ull med god samvittighet. Ull er den mest miljøvennlige av alle 
naturfibre. Ullplagg kan også gjerne gå i arv og gjenbrukes. Bra for 
deg, bra for jorda.

KOMPOSISJON: Spesial: 64% Merino wool, 34% Nylon, 2% Lycra®  Aktiv: 66% Merino wool, 30% Nylon, 4% Lycra®

Designed in Norway

Made in EU

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Swix Sport AS. Serviceboks, 2626 Lillehammer, Norway. 
www.ulvang.no

Wash at 40C° wool program with wool detergent.
Ulvang recommends            wool wash.

Dark colors to be washed together. Slightly stretch when wet. 

75133-10801
Grey Mix

 SPORBAR ULL – Ullen i dette produktet er 100 prosent mulesing-fri og kan  
 spores hele veien tilbake til våre sertifiserte gårder og leverandører i Europa.  
 Alle våre leverandører må følge strenge dyreverns og miljøstandarder, og  
 bruke bærekraftige produksjonsmetoder. Ulvangsokkene er basert på norske 
tradisjoner og er utviklet igjennom omfattende testing. Velg Ulvang hvis du bryr deg om 
kvalitet, dyrevelferd og miljø. Vi er ull og vi bryr oss!

MEDIUM

Flat tåsøm

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal 
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Frottering i sålen

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Halvtykk Merino sokk

WARM

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Helfrottert sokk
Flat tåsøm

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Tykk Merino sokk
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Myke Merino ullsokker til skolestart. Perfekt både inne og ute.
Hold barnet ditt friskt og varmt med Ulvang ullsokker!

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

Aktiv Jr
Tykk Merino ullsokk

Spesial Jr
Halvtykk Merino ullsokk

1. BRUK HODET. TENK ULL.
Ved -4˚C står hodet for 50 prosent av kroppens varmetap.
Trekk ull over ørene neste gang du skal ut i minusgrader.

2. SMART ULLFILTER.
Sitter du helt rolig i -18˚C vil 25 prosent av varmetapet komme 
fra lufta du puster inn og ut. Pust heller igjennom et ullskjerf.

3. ALLTID ULL INNERST.
Ingen liker å fryse. Du holder bedre på varmen med behagelig 
ullundertøy rett på kroppen.

9. ULL INNE, ULL UTE.
Kle deg i ull året rundt. Ull er varmeisolerende i kulde og svalende i 
varme. Ingen materialer balanserer kroppstemperaturen bedre. Ull 
er til og med UV-resistent og en naturlig solfaktor.

8. ALLE GODE TING ER ULL.
Er kroppen kald, fryser du garantert først på fingre og tær. Med tre 
lag votter kan du holde deg varm uten å være i aktivitet. Bruk 
ullvanter innerst, deretter romslige ullvotter med vindvotter utenpå.

10. ULL, LUFT OG KJÆRLIGHET.
Dropp å vaske klærne ofte, da sparer du miljøet. Ulltøy trenger 
ikke vaskes like ofte som annet tøy. Ull fjerner nemlig svettelukt og 
er selvrensende. Husk å bare lufte ulla innimellom.

7. GODT SKODD MED ULL.
Med romsligere støvler er det plass til en ekstra ullsokk. 
Luftlaget mellom føttene holder føttene varme og ullsåler hindrer 
at du blir kald utenfra.

6. FØTTER FORTJENER ULL.
Rene og tørre ullsokker holder deg varm på føttene. Ull er 
fantastisk fuktabsorberende. En tynn ullsokk innerst og en varm 
ullsokk utenpå hindrer også gnagsår.

5. PÅ ULLVÆRSDAGER.
Ytterlaget holder godt på varmen fra lagene under dersom 
plagget puster og er vind- vannavvisende. Ull gjør nytten innerst. 
Ingen grunn til å bli frossen.

4. GODT LAG MED ULL.
Klær isolerer. Med et ekstra lag over ullundertøyet holder du bedre 
på kroppsvarmen. Er det bitende kaldt? Velg et tykkere lag ull.

11. ULL FOR MORGENDAGEN.
Bruk ull med god samvittighet. Ull er den mest miljøvennlige av alle 
naturfibre. Ullplagg kan også gjerne gå i arv og gjenbrukes. Bra for 
deg, bra for jorda.

KOMPOSISJON: Spesial: 64% Merino wool, 34% Nylon, 2% Lycra®  Aktiv: 66% Merino wool, 30% Nylon, 4% Lycra®

Designed in Norway

Made in EU

LYCRA® is a trademark of INVISTA

Swix Sport AS. Serviceboks, 2626 Lillehammer, Norway. 
www.ulvang.no

Wash at 40C° wool program with wool detergent.
Ulvang recommends            wool wash.

Dark colors to be washed together. Slightly stretch when wet. 

75133-10801
Grey Mix

 SPORBAR ULL – Ullen i dette produktet er 100 prosent mulesing-fri og kan  
 spores hele veien tilbake til våre sertifiserte gårder og leverandører i Europa.  
 Alle våre leverandører må følge strenge dyreverns og miljøstandarder, og  
 bruke bærekraftige produksjonsmetoder. Ulvangsokkene er basert på norske 
tradisjoner og er utviklet igjennom omfattende testing. Velg Ulvang hvis du bryr deg om 
kvalitet, dyrevelferd og miljø. Vi er ull og vi bryr oss!

MEDIUM

Flat tåsøm

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal 
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Frottering i sålen

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Halvtykk Merino sokk

WARM

Ventilasjonskanaler
for optimal
fukttransport
Nylonforsterkninger på hæl
Helfrottert sokk
Flat tåsøm

Ankel fleks

Halvhøy
Komfortabel rib

Tykk Merino sokk

11152 Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue Mix
11153 Charcoal Melange/Beetroot Mix

11152 Charcoal Melange/Mosaic Blue Mix
11153 Charcoal Melange/Beetroot Mix
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RAV KIBY
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

RAV
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

RAV LIMITED
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

RAV HYBRID
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

ØSTERSUND
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

LODEN 
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: South Africa

FERAL
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Norway

VEGARD
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Norway

VEGARD HYBRID
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Norway

GUDBRANSDALEN
Country of origin: Portugal
Wool origin: Norway

MOA
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Norway

MARISKO
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

LOMMEDALEN
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

TRAINING
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Australia

SUMMERWOOL
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

EVERYDAY
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

SKARE
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

RAV 100%
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

EXPLORE
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

MARISTUA
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

50FIFTY 2.0
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Australia

MERINO NET
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

EXTREME MERINO NET
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

THERMO
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Australia

ULTRA
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: South America

SPESIAL
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

SUPER
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

AKTIV
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

EVERYDAY SOCKS
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

KNIKKERS
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

RAGGSOKK
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Norway

TRAIL LIGHT
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

LINER
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: South America

TRAIL 
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

HIKING 
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

HIKING EXTREME
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: South Africa

MOUNTAIN
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

HUNTING
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

EXPEDITION
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

TRAINING LIGHT
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

TRAINING
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

TRAINING CALF SLEEVE
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

X-COUNTRY LIGHT
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

X-COUNTRY
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

ALPINE
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

RAV KIDS & JR
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

FLINT
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: South Africa

SUMMERWOOL JR
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

SKARE JR & KIDS
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia 

50FIFTY 3.0 JR & KIDS
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

RAV 100% JR
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

EXPLORE JR
Country of origin: China
Wool origin: Australia

SPESIAL JR & KIDS 
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

AKTIV JR & KIDS 
Country of origin: Romania
Wool origin: Spain

ULTRA JR & KIDS 
Country of origin: Lithuania
Wool origin: Spain

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 
& WOOL ORIGIN
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WOMENS      
Sizes   XS S M L  XL 
A - Body length - cm  160-163 164-167 168-171 172-175 176-179
B - Chest - cm  83 87 94 100 106
C - Waist - cm  62 68 74 80 86
D - Hip - cm   87 93 98 104 110
E - Inseam -cm  75 77 79 81 83
F - Sleeve length* - cm  74 76 78 80 82 
      
MENS       
Sizes   S M L XL XXL
A - Body length - cm  176-179 180-183 184-187 188-191 192-195
B - Chest - cm  94 100 106 112 118
C - Waist - cm  80 86 92 98 104
D - Hip - cm   94 100 106 112 118
E - Inseam -cm  82 84 86 88 90
F - Sleeve length* - cm  85 87 89 91 93 
     
JUNIOR       
Sizes   8 Y 9 Y 10 Y 11 Y 12 Y 13 Y 14 Y
A - Body length - cm  128 134 140 146 152 158 164
B - Chest - cm  64 67 70 73 76 79 82
C - Waist - cm  58 59,5 61 62,5 64 66 68
D - Hip - cm   68 71,5 75 78,5 80 85,5 88
E - Inseam -cm  59 62 65 68 71 75 79
       
KIDS       
Sizes   2 Y 3 Y 4 Y 5 Y 6 Y 7 Y 
A - Body length - cm  92 98 104 110 116 122 
B - Chest - cm  53 54,5 56 57,5 59 60,5 
C - Waist - cm  51 52 53 54 55 56 
D - Hip - cm   55 57 59 61 63 65 
E - Inseam -cm  37 40,5 44 47,5 51 54,5 
        
      
* Should be measured from center back neck to wrist knuckle with slightly bent arm.   

SIZE CHART
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SWEDEN
Brav Sweden AB
Fiskartorpet – Sporthuset
Björnnäsbacken 15
115 42 Stockholm
Sweden
Tel.: (+46) 0647 66 56 00
 
NORWAY
Brav Norway AS
2626 Lillehammer
Norway
firmapost@swixsport.no
(+47) 61 22 21 00
 
DENMARK
Stm Sport A/S
Bjørnholms Alle 4,
8260 Viby,
Denmark
Tel.: +45 86 14 14 00
stm@stm-sport.dk
 
GERMANY/AUSTRIA/SWITZERLAND
Brav Germany GmbH
Junkersstrasse 1
82178 Puchheim
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)89 849 369 10

CHINA
Guangdong Topsun Outdoor 
Equipment Technology Co. Ltd.
Dongcheng Dist
523000 Dongguan City
China
+86 (0)769 2280 7677
info@topsunoutdoor.com

FINLAND
Brav Finland OY
Onkapannu 2
40700 Jyväskylä
Tel.: (+358) 400 397109
 
USA
Brav US Inc.
Inc. 60B Newark Street
Haverhill, MA-01832
Tel.: (+1) 978 657 4820
Fax: (+1) 978 657 8157
 
CZECH REPUBLIC
Sprint, spol.sro
Becovska 1083/3
CZ-10400 Praha 10 - Uhrineves
Czech Republic
T: Tel.: (+420) 497 06 004, 
info@sprintcz.cz / www.sprintcz.cz

CANADA
Lanctôt Ltée
5290 Blvd. Thimens Saint-Laurent
QC, H4R 2B2
Tel.: (+1) 514 731 6841 
Fax: (+1) 514 342 4059 
e-mail: info@rlanctot.com 
www.rlanctot.com and www.swixsport.ca
 
RUSSIA
OOO Brav RU
Hilkov Lane 1 / 19
119034 Moscow
+7495 9898101

DISTRIBUTOR LIST


